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ABSTRACT
There is interest in designing biologically inspired underwater vehicles that propel
themselves with flapping foils like fish, because fish performance suggests a desirable
combination of maneuverability and efficiency. Bluefin Tuna, for example, are known to migrate
long distances while also being able to perform high acceleration maneuvers and swim at speeds
in excess of 100 km/hr. To achieve performance on par with biological swimmers, a machine
must replicate the fluid dynamic interactions between a fish's body and water as well as the
efficient actuation of its control surfaces. It isn't feasible to design actuators that are well suited
for such devices without a relationship between the kinematics of a flexible body in water and
the forces on it. It is difficult to derive these forces analytically, however, since this would
require a solution to Navier-Stokes equations. It is also challenging to design a mechanical
drivetrain that fits within the envelope of a fish and can generate comparable forces and
displacements.
This thesis explores an experimental approach to designing an efficient, self-propelled
underwater vehicle that is modeled after a .681 m long Skipjack Tuna. Analytical models are
used to estimate the joint torques required to maintain biological swimming kinematics, to select
optimal actuators, and to size the components of a drivetrain for the device. The drivetrain of this
prototype has rigid transmission elements and is designed with low friction drive components.
These properties will allow us to measure the actuator torque profiles and from them estimate the
torque applied to each segment of the device to inform the design of specialized actuators. The
machine is mostly assembled, and position control loops were designed and tuned based on the
measured open loop transfer frunctions of the joints in air. Unfortunately, we were unable to
finish assembly of the device and test it in fluid.
Thesis Supervisor: David L. TrunIper
Title: Professor of Mechanical Engineering
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Chapter 1
Thesis Overview
This section provides an overview of the thesis contributions. Details for each of the
elements are given in subsequent chapters.

Figure 1: FHUV's shell
A .75 meter flexible hulled underwater vehicle (FHUV) was built to study the fluid
dynamics of swimming, the reaction forces involved, and to inform the design of specialty
actuators with increased effeciency. The main body of the device is made of ABS and was 3D
printed on Stratasys's, Dimension 1200es machine. The shell of the machine is shown in the
assembly order in Figure 1 and some detail of the individual sections are shown in Figure 2.

9

Figure 2: 3D printed sections of the FHUV
As shown in Figure 2, a majority of the machine is hollow. The FHUV is designed to
have minimal structural elements aside from those that mount to the drivetrain. The loads borne
by the body are supported by the 3D printed shell. The integration of load bearing functionality
into the control surface reduced the weight of the machine, helping it to remain buoyant, and
kept the tail's inertia low.
The actuators are located in the rigid anterior section of the vehicle and drive the tail by
alternating tension on aircraft cables. Figure 3 shows a section of the head attached to the first
segment of the tail. Two of the three actuators are installed, and the ends of a cable can be seen
exiting the rear of the machine. The specific design of the routing system is explained in later
chapters.

Figure 3: Section of the head with first tail segment and motors installed.
In general, the cables are routed down the neutral axis of the fish and then fixtured to the
links that they actuate. This way of routing the cables is intended to decouple the motion of the
tail segments from each other by keeping the cable lengths constant during the deflection of all
segments that are anterior to the driven segment.Various assemblies were built to route the
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cables, one of them is shown in Figure 4. The routing assembly for the third segment of the tail
was 3D printed as part of the component, because this link has little open volume.

Figure 4: Cable Routing Assembly
The links of the machine are joined with blade flexures, because these can be easily
instrumented with strain gauges for position feedback. These flexures are clamped at both ends
by metal inserts that fit into the 3D printed segments, as can be seen in Figure 5.

Figure 5: Segments attached by blade flexures
The machine's actuators are Maxon "EC 60 Flat" (1) motors (Part Number: 412825) with
"GP 52 C" (2) gearboxes (Part Number: 223080), 4096 count encoders, and "Escon 50/5" (3)
current controllers. Position control and data logging are done on a National Instruments
"MyRio," (4) and power is provided by a 6S Lithium-ion Polymer (Lipo) battery. (5) The MyRio
and current controllers are pictured in Figure 6.
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Figure 6: MyRio and current controllers
Resealable O-ring joints were designed to provide a water tight seal for the machine
while still allowing for easy access to the control hardware. Sealing the machine also gives it
bouyancy and protects the components for enviromental factors. The mating surfaces for the
joints are machined into epoxy that is over-molded onto the 3D printed parts. This technique
allowed us to achieve a . 9 pim surface finish on a 3D printed test object, resulting in a successful
seal. Figure 7 shows the O-ring slot being CNC milled into the 3D printed test part as well as the
cap for the axial joint.

Figure 7: (Left) O-ring slot being machined. (Right) Cap for the joint.
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A flexible skin was cast out of Vitaflex 10 (6) to seal the joints of the tail. The mold for
the skin was CNC machined out of insulating foam and covered in various protective coatings
before the urethane resin was cast inside of it. The skin was manufactured by undergraduate
researcher, Trang Luu. In Figure 8, Trang can be seen CNC machining the mold into the foam.
The skin that was cast in this multipart mold can also be seen as well.

Figure 8: (Left) Machining the mold. (Right) Finished skin
A 2D simulation of the swimming fish was created to help guide the optimal distribution
of segment lengths. This simulation is based on the Lattice Bolzmann numerical method. Further
details about this and other specifics of the design are discussed in following chapters and in the
appendicees.

Because of time constraints, the prototype wasn't finished to a point where it was ready
to be placed in water for swimming tests. The machine was partially assembled, however
manufacturing errors required us to take the device apart to correct a few components. Time has
run out before reassembly has finished. During the first assembly, position control loops were
designed and tuned to control the joints of the FHUV based on measured plant data.
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Chapter 2
Project Scope
2.1 Introduction
Autonomous Undersea Vehicles (AUV's) are usually small to remain low cost and easy
to deploy. Additionally, they are commonly powered by propellers and electric motors with
energy stored in batteries. The operational efficiency of propeller based propulsion systems such
as those used in an AUV can be as low as 44%. (7) The practical size restrictions and this fairly
low operating efficiency sometimes requires batteries to fill a majority of the hull volume for
long range/endurance missions, potentially restricting the payload. One solution to this problem
is to increase the size/length of the AUV, as drag (the chief loss mechanism) scales proportional
to frontal area but battery energy capacity scales roughly proportional to volume, but this has
practical limitations.
Numerous energy saving control methods are used to increase the range of AUVs. The
energy saving methods include buoyancy driven gliding, a repositionable center of gravity that
minimizes the angle of attack of control surfaces, therefore reducing drag, and extended periods
of "sleep" where the AUV operates with most of its systems shut down. (8)
Another potential way of further improving the operational range of AUV's is to
implement more efficient propeller-based drivetrains. This option is problematic though because
even in AUV's with efficient propellers, power is lost in sealing the system. In the case of (7),
63% of the power into the propeller is dissipated by the seal.
Another issue that plagues conventional AUV designs is their inability to achieve both
maneuverability and endurance. The geometry that characterizes a long range machine is a single
thruster at the end of a long, streamlined profile. Conversely, a maneuverable machine is
characterized by a minimal inertia and various off-axis thrusters for controlled turns. Typical
machines are pictured in Figure 9. These designs are thus restricted in the types of missions they
are able to complete.
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Figure 9: (Left) Long range machine (9). (Right) Maneuverable machine (10)
A new AUV design that sidesteps the complexities faced by conventional designs could allow
for significant improvements in range, efficiency and/or maneuverability.
A biomimetic design may be the solution that improves overall AUV performance. Biomimetic
adaptations do not seek to copy nature; instead they seek to understand the fundamental physics
that leads to the desired performance of a biological system. This sort of design approach is
particularly enticing for AUV design because the tools and theory used to study the fluiddynamic interactions of submerged bodies are limited. The fluid dynamics of rigid-hull AUV's
with propellers are well understood, however an analysis of a flexible hull undersea vehicle is
not straight-forward. No published work describes an accurate model of the fluid dynamic
interactions of an FAUV in a way that is useful for practical design.A biomimetic design could
provide an experimentally verifiable understanding of the physics responsible for biological
system's performance. This understanding may be sufficient enough to allow designers to build
machines with improved performance.

2.2 Background
Some of the considerations involved in building a FHUV are finding an underwater
animal morphology that lends itself to efficient swimming over a broad range of speeds, and
allows for straightforward reproduction using conventional actuators. The natural size of the
animal must also be conducive to mechanical reproduction on a research budget with minimal
fabrication requirements. These constraints restrict viable species to those that migrate over long
distances, with body lengths of around one meter. Mechanically reproducing a species that
naturally has the desired dimensions is the most apparent way to preserve any dynamic flow
parameters that contribute to the high biological efficiency. A simplistic scaling of a large
animal's geometry down to a size that fits our cost and fabrication constraints may not result in a
system with desirable performance.
Further consideration of the previous constraints suggest that fish and turtles are the most
appropriate species. Fish are attractive because of their higher swimming speeds, well
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documented swimming kinematics, and because they have only one critical actuator to
coordinate, unlike turtles. Many fish swimming techniques can be classified as one of three
Anguilliform
major categories namely Anguilliform, Carangiform, or Thunniform. (11)
swimming is characterized by significant body deflections down the length of the animal. Jayne
(12) studied the effect of swimming speed on the kinematics of Carangiform swimmers. His
analysis of high speed video shows a strong correlation between swimming speed and numerous
aspects of the swimming kinematics including body motion amplitude and wavelength. Donley
(13) studied the swimming kinematics of Thunniform fish but found no noticeable correlation
between swimming speed and the amplitude or wavelength of the swimming kinematics. After
considering these characteristics, we decided to design a device that employs Thunniform
swimming. Thunniform type swimmers offer two major benefits over the other major types.
First, the front two thirds of these animals undergo minimal deflections during steady swimming.
This property is conducive to robotic reproduction as this rigid section is an ideal location for
actuators, batteries and a payload. Second, the swimming kinematics of these fish remain
unchanged over a range of tail beat frequencies, which indicates swimmg speed. This simplifies
experiments because the tail beat frequency is the only parameter that needs to be varied.
After selecting a general morphology and swimming mode, a species is choosen, its
particular swimming kinematics are parameterized, and a 3D model of its surface is created. Our
collaborator, Professor David Barrett, (14) (15) studied the propulsive efficiency of a Bluefin
Tuna, which uses Thunniform swimming kinematics. To conduct this research, Professor Barrett
created a 3D CAD model of a tuna's profile and constructed a FHUV that was towed through a
test tank. The CAD model that Prof. Barrett created for his work is used to aid in the design of
this free swimming version of his machine. Improvements in the torque density of servo motors
and the advent of consumer 3D printers simplified the task of building a self-contained robot.
The swimming kinematics are reported in Alvarado's thesis (16), and individual joint trajectories
for the FHUV are derived from it.

2.3

Immediate Goal: Testing Tank Tuna

There are three primary loss mechanisms for a FHUV that contribute most significantly
to their poor efficiency. These mechanisms are power transmission from the energy storage
elements to the actuators, power transmission from the actuators to the FHUV's propulsive foil,
and power transmission from the FHUV's foil to the surrounding fluid. By using state of the art
actuators and motor drives and replicating biologically refined swimming kinematics, we hope to
minimize the losses due the first and third mechanisms. The primary goal of this thesis is to
design a machine with a rigid drivetrain that minimizes the losses associated with transmitting
power from the actuators to the foil.
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This thesis addresses various aspects of the machine's design, including a mechanical
analysis of the components and an outline of the control software. The results of preliminary
tests will also be presented.

2.4

Long Term Goal: FHUV with an Optimized Drivetrain

Sun (17) studied the effectiveness of series elastic actuators at improving the efficiency
of mechanical systems with inertial and viscous loads. Sun's results are promising, though his
experimental setup is a simplified, one-degree-of-freedom system with linear drag for the
viscous load. To design an actuator based on Sun's analysis, theory would need to be developed
to relate his linear, one-degree-of-freedom system to the nonlinear, multi-degree-of-freedom
system of a FHUV.
Beyond the work of Sun, Alvarado (16) studied the effect of building an FHUV with
viscoelastic polymers and actuating the tail at a single point. By tuning the viscoelastic
parameters along the length of the body, Alvarado hoped to build an FHUV that achieves the
desired swimming kinematics while being under-actuated. The benefits of this would be
numerous, including reduced fabrication costs and improved efficiency, by eliminating the losses
associated with additional electro-mechanical actuators. The initial results of this work don't
show improved performance, though we believe that it may be beneficial to apply the research
done by Alvarado to a fully actuated machine in an attempt to reduce the mechanical power
needed from the tail actuators.
However, we were not able to explore Sun's and Alvarado's work within the scope and
time-frame of this Master's Thesis, assimilation of their ideas will be left for future iterations of
the FHUV.

2.5

Summary of the Chapter

It does not seem feasible to improve the performance of conventional AUV designs more
than an incremental amount. Biologically inspired FHUV designs seem to offer solutions to
many of the problems that plague conventional designs, however there is complexity associated
with understanding and reproducing the physics of tightly integrated biological systems. An
appropriate animal morphology and swimming profile have been selected. From this, detailed
design of the FHUV can begin with the specification of the body's surface profile.
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Chapter 3
Precise Definition of Surface Profile
The purpose of building this machine is to replicate the fluid dynamic interactions of
Thunniform swimming given a limited analytical understanding of them. It follows from this
goal that an accurate representation of the working surface is required. The surface profile also
constrains the mechanical design of the actuators and sub-assemblies contained in the machine.
As such, little useful design work can be done until the machine's profile has been specified.

3.1

Measurement

Prof. Barrett (14) obtained a fiberglass casting of a freshly caught Bluefin tuna, measured
its profile, and created a 3D model of the geometry for his early work. The details of how Prof.
Barrett measured the profile of the casting are laid out in his 1981 Master's thesis, "The Design
of a Flexible Hull Undersea Vehicle Propelled by an Oscillation Foil." For the convenience of
the reader, I here-in provide a summary of Prof. Barrett's process.
A two part fixture was built to measure the profile of the casting. The first part of
the tool was a rigid beam that held the casting stationary, while allowing access to most of the
reproduction for measurement.
The second part of the apparatus was a custom built profile-meter. The profile meter
consisted of two sets of pointed, 1/4" diameter rods supported by two vertical columns on either
side of the body to be measured. The body being measured was placed in the center of the
columns, and the rods were extended until they contacted the surface. The profile of the axial
cross sections were then traced from the opposite ends of the rods, i.e. the ends not contacting the
object. This process was repeated down the length of the fish. (Figure 10)
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Figure 10: Profile meter, taken from page 27 of (14)

3.2

Precise CAD Geometric Model

The location of each of the points in the cross sections were measured with respect to a
global origin and then entered into a computer aided design (CAD) package. At the writing of
Prof. Barrett's 1981 work, the CAD package was only two dimensional and the dot map was
translated into a 3D surface by hand through classical ship building techniques. In Prof. Barrett's
more recent work, this dot map was converted into a surface through the use of the Solidworks
CAD program. Splines were fit to the measured axial cross sections and the outline of the fish's
body in a top and side view. These splines were then used to guide a computer generated loft of
the final profile. The final profile was provided to the author by Prof. Barrett and is shown in
Figure 11.
I I

Figure 11: CAD rendering of Bluefin Tuna profile
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The provided model lacked the fins of the measured fish. This is because it wasn't
feasible to accurately measure the profile of the fins with the low resolution profile meter.
Observations of fish suggest that their fins can be fairly well represented by the profiles of
symmetrical NACA airfoils.
Because the fins of the first prototype are inteded to only act as passive stabilization
against parasitic yaw, pitch, and roll motion, it seemed prudent to use a NACA profile to
constrain their design. In future iterations, the biological profile may be more closely copied. A
close examination of images and anatomical drawings of Bluefin Tuna suggest that the fins are
as narrow as structurally allowable, thus minimizing the form drag associated with them.
Filament deposition manufacturing (i.e. 3D printing) was used to fabricate much of the exterior
of the machine, as such the aspect ratio of a NACA 0012 profile gave the fins a low profile as
well as an empirically durable structure.
The first digit in the 4-digit profile represents the maximum camber of the fin as a percent
of the chord length. The second digit in the number describes the distance of the maximum
camber from the leading edge of the air foil, in tens of percent's. Because the foils of this
machine are symmetrical, the first two digits in this specification are zero. The final two digits
give the maximum thickness of the airfoil as a percent of the chord length, this fraction is "t".
The expression calculating the thickness of a symmetric foil above/below the center line (yt) as
a function of position along the chord (c) is (18)

Yt = 5* t* c *

(0. 2969*

(x)-0.1260

* -0.3516*

()2

+0.2843*)

-0.1015*

()4.

1

The coordinates for the foil profile where compiled in a spreadsheet (19). These
coordinates were then imported into SolidWorks as a curve and the resulting profile was
uniformly scaled and lofted to form the various fins. Geometry was then created to give smooth
transitions from the fins to the body of the machine. (Figure 12)
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Figure 12: (Right) Fin loft. (Left) Fins in the assembly.
The anatomical drawing that is shown in Figure 12 was used to inform the location and
shape of the first and second dorsal fins, pectoral fins, pelvic fin, anal fin, and caudal fin. The
extents of the second dorsal fin and anal fin were limited based on advice from Professor Barrett
and an observaion of photographs of swimming fish.
1st dorsal fin

<-

2

-inlets

"d dorsal fin
Caudal fin

Pelvic fin

> Fin tips

Figure 13: (Top) Anatomical drawing of Bluefin Tuna. [Taken from, (20)] (Bottom) Anatomical
drawing overlaying CAD model
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The first dorsal fin, pelvic fin, pectoral fins, and anal fin can fold down into groves when
these fish are swimming rapidly. These features were included as fixed in the first version of the
machine to maximize the amount of passive stabilization.

3.3

Summary of the Chapter

This concludes the specification of the outter profile of the FHUV. The design of the
drivetrain now begins by segmenting the tail so the machine's motion can approximate the
motion of a swimming fish.
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Chapter 4
Segmented Backbone
The most critical section of the FHUV is its segmented tail, consisting of three rigid links
connected by frictionless blade flexures. The drivetrain and all of its subassemblies were
designed based on the packaging constraints imposed by the tail as well as the estimated reaction
forces on the member.

4.1

Backbone Design Considerations

An ideal mechanical backbone is one with the same motion as its biological analog. It is
important that the motion of the machine's segmented "neutral axis" approximates the
continuous function that defines the neutral axis of a living fish. The backbone must be stiff
along its pitch and roll axes to resist unwanted deflections and it must be able to support the
drive system's preload, which is a compressive force on the tail. The inertia of the segmented tail
links needs to be kept low to minimize the losses when the links decelerate and accelerate to
change directions. Finally, the center of gravity of the machine needs to coincide with its center
of buoyancy. This will allow the FHUV to float level in the water with no angle of attack of the
pectoral fins. To achieve this, the mass of the backbone needs to be kept low.

4.2

Description of Backbone Design

A nearly uniform distribution of tail segment lengths was selected for the first prototype.
Table 1 shows each segment's length as a percent of the full body length. Segment 3 is longer
than the other segments because the decreasing cross sectional area toward the end of the
machine made drivetrain design difficult, and limited the anterior location of joints. This
segment length distribution allows us to place one joint as close to the anterior border of the
caudal fin as is practically possible and one at the start of the caudal penducle, located at the base
of the anal fin, mirroring the placement of the two main axial joints concerned with locomotion
according to Fierstine and Walters on page 9 of (21). In Appendix A, theory is introduced to
support the choice of a more optimal set of segment lengths. The range of motion and stiffness
requirements of the backbone were addressed by using flexure bearings at each of the joints.
Flexural bearings provide adequate stiffness along the pitch and roll axes and can support
compressive force, but more importantly they are robust to misalignment, easy to fixture, and
can be fitted with low profile strain gauges to provide position feedback. These benefits made
them the superior choice to conventional ball bearings. The inertia and mass of the machine was
kept low by using the shell that defines the surface of the tail as the structure of the backbone.
Figure 14 shows a transparent view of the segmented links of the backbone and the flexural
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bearings connecting them. the segments of the backbone were fitted with assemblies to fixture
the drivetrain elements.
Table 1: Segment length percentages

Percent of Body Length

Head (%)

Segment 1 (%)

Segment 2 (%)

Segment 3 (%)

54

13

13

20

Figure 14: Links of the backbone.

4.3

Kinematics of Backbone Segments

There are three links for this machine's tail because this is the minimum number of
segments required to recreate the anticlastic curvature of a fish tail. This is also the most
practical solution when considering that the addition of more links for increased accuracy
requires additional actuators as well. Because of the space constraints of the machine, there is a
practical limit to the size and quantity of independent actuators that can be installed.
Additionally, reduced actuator size often comes with reduced efficiency as more gear reduction
is needed to maintain the torque profiles at the output shaft, further explained in Section 8.1.
The Thunniform swimming kinematics used by the FHUV are expressed by a parametric
equation that describes the y-directed deflection of the neutral axis of a fish (h). The equation is
provied and explained on pages 60 - 62 of (16) and is,
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--- --

h

=

(c 1 + c 2

* x

+ c3

2
* x

) * sin(w * t - k * x).

2

The expression describes a traveling sinusoid with a quadratic amplitude envelope. The
shape of the envelope is determined by the constants "c", "c 2 ", and "c 3". For Thunniform
swimmers, the shape of the envelope is independent of the swimming frequency (W). This allows
the quadratic function to be fit to a characteristic Thunniform amplitude envelope such as the one
in Figure 15, which was provided by Alvarado and is based on experimental results from (13)
(22).
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Figure 15: Scaled amplitude envelope [taken from pg. 61 of (16)]
The body wave number (k) is proportional to the body length (14),
k _2

L

2*n,
s1 *14

3

where "L" is the bodies wave length and s 1 -1.1 (23) (16). A time lapse of Equation 2 is shown
in Figure 16, where the red trace is the amplitude envelope and the green trace is the neutral axis
deflection.
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Figure 16: Time lapse of neutral axis
The trace represented by Equation 2, for 0 < x < 14, does not have a fixed length even
though it models the deflection of a fixed length body. This expression is accurate though
because the deflection of Thunniform swimmers in steady state is small, peak deflection is
0.05
9.33% of body length, meaning that the length of the trace in Equation 2 is approximately
constant and therefore a close approximation of the actual motion.

I)<

The relative angle of each rigid link is found using Matlab. This is done iteratively to
ensure that the calculation accounts for the fixed lengths of the segments (L#,seg). For each
segment, the magnitude of the vector between the anterior joint (xant, Yant) and each point on the
tail posterior to this joint (xp05 , ypos) is calculated. An example of what these vectors look like is
shown in Figure 17. Here the green trace is the parametric expression for the neutral axis and the
red lines represent vectors from the segment's anterior joint to all posterior points.
Link Magnitudes
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Position (m)
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Figure 17: Visualization of link magnitudes
The calculated magnitudes are compared to the predefined segment length.

The

calculated magnitude that is the closest to the segment length is considered to be the correct line
segment, and its angle with respect to the x-axis is recorded (#,globai),
0

#,global = sin-l(

Ls-Yant)

L#,seg

This analysis is completed for all the segments and at all time-steps, starting from the
head and moving to the tail. The result includes the coordinates of the current segment's
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posterior joint, which is the anterior joint of the next segment to be analyzed. Figure 18 shows
what the analysis looks like for the second segment of the machine. The blue trace represents the
first segment of the machine and the red traces are potential second segments.
Kinematic Approximation
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Figure 18: Visualization of posterior link magnitudes
The angular trajectories (Ojoint,#) that are used to command each joint actuator are
calculated from the global trajectories based on the expression,
Ojoint,#

0#,global,posterior

~

-

5

0#,global,anterior.

Here, anterior/posterior refers to the segments before and after the analyzed joint. The
angular trajectories are given in Figure 19b and they are explained in the Figure 19a, which is
scaled to exaggerate the angle between segments.
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Figure 19a: Angle definition
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Joint Displacement [deg]
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Figure l9b: Joint displacement
The fixed length of the FHUV's segments are considered when solving for the joint
trajectories because it insures that the configuration of the machine best matches the parametric
expression, independent of whether or not the parametric expression represents small deflections.
This point is illustrated in Figure 20. Here, the green trace represents a curve being fit by a
segment with length L* that starts at the origin. If the fit is through the point on the curve
corresponding to x = L*, then it is visually clear that resulting segment is longer than L*. This
means that the endpoint of the segment with the angle e2 would not be located on the trace, and
any segments attached to it would have this error added to their position. Conversly, finding the
point on the curve that is L*from the origin ensures that the segment will intersect the trace.
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Figure 20: Effect of finite segment length
Figure 21 shows a timeseries of images with the neutral axis of a Thunniform swimmer
overlaid by straight lines that represent the rigid sections of the machine. The four segments
approximate the continuous deflection well.
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Figure 21: Time series of swimming kinematics
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4.4

Detailed Design of Backbone Segments

For the first two segments of the backbone, there was sufficient open volume in their
cross sections to place assemblies for the drivetrain. Consideration was taken in designing
features to fixture the blade flexures to the joints, the drivetrain assemblies to the segments, and
to allow the necessary range of motion. Features were also added to ease the assembly process.
The blade flexures were clamped at both ends by aluminum inserts that were fitted to the
3D printed segments. Figure 22 is a CAD rendering that illustrates the design of the flexural
joints. By design, it is easy to vary the thickness and width of the blade flexures to increase their
stiffness against "roll" type error motions between the segments.

Figure 22: Design of flexural joints
Metal clamps are used because they don't appreciably deform under the load of the
bending flexures. This rigid interface between the flexures and the clamps insure that the angle
each flexure exits its clamp at will remain at 900, due to the fixed wall end constraints. This is
important because if we assume the flexures take on a nearly constant radii of curvature (Pcurv)
along their lengths as they bend, then the strain on their surfaces is proportional to their curvature
and therefore the relative angle of the segments. The flexures' strain can then be measured by
strain guages, providing position feedback for the system. The assumption of constant curvature
is based on the approximation that only torque is applied to the flexures' ends.
The expression relating a beam's radius of curvature to the strain on its surface
(Ecurvature) is given below, where "g" is the thickness of the flexure,
Ecurvature (t) =

2

g

t-

*Pcurv (t)o

6
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The drivetrain assemblies are attached to struts that span the head and the first two
sections of the tail. These struts have alignment features to hold the drivetrain sections in place
during assembly. The segments also have access holes to allow for tool use during
troubleshooting and assembly. Figure 23 shows the struts, alignment and access features used to
install the drietrain in segments one and two of the tail.

Alignment and
access features

Figure 23: Assembly features in tail segments
To ensure that each joint would not be able to travel past its desired range of motion, the
joint deflection was calculated and hard stops were designed to block excessive motion. In
addition to the hard stops, the ends of the sections were designed to have overlapping edges that
help keep the skin from bulging into the joints and jamming them when the machine is
submerged and compressed by surrounding water. Figure 24 is a CAD rendering that shows the
hard stops and overlapping lips at the interface of the segments.
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Overlapping lips

Hard stops

Figure 24: Hard-stops and overlapping lips

The third segment has significantly less free volume than the previous two segments.
This size restriction made it difficult to design a drivetrain assembly to fit inside of it, so the
fixture was included as part of the 3D printed shell. (Figure 25) This segment's joint uses
flexural bearings as well.

Figure 25: 3D printed drivetrain assembly

4.5

Summary of the Chapter

The joints of the FHUV are designed to be stiff along their constrained degrees of
freedom, the tail segments have a minimal mass and inertia, and the joint locations match
biologically significant joints. Additionally, the parametric expression that represents
Thunniform swimming was reduced to joint angle trajectories, and the segments of the body
were designed to either hold cable routing assemblies or with the assemblies as a permanent part
of their structure.
Next we discuss the detailed design of the cable routing assemblies. These components
from
apply tension to each end of their joint's cable to eliminate backlash and keep the drivetrain
one
from
joint
the
of
motion
the
slipping. They also route the cables in such a way that decouples
another.
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Chapter 5
Drivetrain Design
5.1 Benefits of Tendon Drive
The drivetrain for the mechanism must allow the actuators to exert control effort from the
head of the robot. Locating the actuators in the machine's head partially alleviates the size
restriction on them. The actuators are also heavy, so by placing them in the mostly stationary
section of the robot the moving inertia in the tail is minimized. This benefits the system by
keeping the actuator torques low, since less inertia needs to be accelerated each period. In
addition to minimizing link inertia, placing the heavy components in the head keeps the center of
gravity of the machine in its anterior half near its center of bouyancy. A tendon drive system is
used because of its compact size and flexibility. The tendons are routed in such a way that
decouples the motion of joints, allowing for simple control of the tail.
The kinematics of a segmented tail are similar to those of the fingers on an articulated
robotic hand. Many robotic hands employ cable drives because of their versatility, however
when the motion of the joints are not decoupled a system of kinematic equations must be solved
in order to relate actuator displacements to joint trajectories. The complexities resulting from
dependent joint kinematics can be addressed by hardware solutions, as described by Jacobsen on
page 1525 of (24), but a hardware solution isn't feasible with the volume and mass constrains of
the machine being built. For this FHUV, the joints would need to be decoupled via the control
algorithm which would likely result in complex actuator trajectories thus complicating position
control.

5.2 Description of Segment Drives
There are three cables in the device, one for each joint in the tail. These cables are routed
down the neutral axis of the fish until they reach the joints that they actuate. The simplified
schematic pictured in Figure 26 illustrates how routing the cables down the centerline of the fish
allows their lengths to remain constant despite the motion of the anterior segments.
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Equal Path Length

Figure 26: Cable routing schematic
In its simplist form, the cable drive can be thought of as tensioned lengths of cable that
transfer mechanical power from a drive shaft to a joint pulley. The drive shaft is an aluminum
sleeve held onto an actuator shaft with a set screw and the joint pulley is concentric to the
segment joint that is being driven. Torqe is multiplied between the motors and each segment by
gearboxes and unequal pulley diameters. The motor and gearbox pairings are optimized based on
the expected torque profiles for each segment, see Section 6.1 for details. The unequal drum
diameters are used for additional mechanical advantage because they are essentially frictionless,
unlike high transmission-ratio gearboxes. Friction is a nonlinear effect that can complicate
control, so it is advantageous to achieve the appropriate transmission-ratios while minimizing it.
Additionally, the ineria of the system isn't significantly increased with the drum diameters,
which keeps the actuating torques low. Sleeves are fitted around the actuator shafts because they
allow us to control the surface roughness of the boundary contacting the cables without needing
to machine the actuators directly. Figure 27 is a photo of the connection between a drive cable
and one of the actuators. A minimum amount of tension is applied to the lengths of cable on both
ends of the motor shaft to keep the friction high enough to avoid cable slippage.
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Figure 27: Connection between drive cable and actuator
As can be seen in Figure 26, the cable for the first segment isn't routed down the
centerline of the fish because its path has a constant length despite the motion of the segments.
Each end of this cable starts at the actuator drum, is routed around one direction changing idler
pulley, and then is wrapped around the first segment's drive pulley, where tension is applied. A
simplified schematic of the routing is shown in Figure 28.
Tail Segment
Drive Cable
Actuator Drum

Idler Pulley

Drive Pulley

Figure 28: Segment one cable routing
The cables of the remaining tail segments are routed down the centerline of the fish by
additional sets of idler pulleys, see Figure 29.
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Tail Segments
Drive Cable
Actuator Drum

Idler Pulley
Drive Pulleys

Figure 29: Segment two and three cable routing
We use the capstan equation to approximate the minimum preloading tension needed to
keep the cable from slipping on the actuator drums,
Tload = Thold * e 0**-

7

Here, Tioad is the load tension that the capstan can support, Thold is the tension used to
hold the load, 0 is the total angle of contact between the capstan and the rope (radians), and t is
the coefficient of static friction between the cable and the capstan.
The peak torque estimate, "Tload," for each joint was calculated. The calculation is discussed in
the following section on the "Mathematical Model of Oscillating Tendon Forces." With the peak
actuating torque and the radius of contact,"ract," between the drive cable and the axis of rotation
of each joint we were able to find the peak load tensions required. The peak load tensions were
equated to TIoad from Equation 7. Based on the space constraints of the design, three turns of
cable was the most that could fit around each motor shaft's sleeve. This resulted in peak holding
tensions for each joint. Because the holding tension is applied by cable preload, the peak
preloads (Tpreload) need to be evaluated as well.
Since actuation is applied at the capstan via a torque, the tension applied to the "load"
half of a cable is released from the "hold" half of the cable. This tradeoff of tension is because
the cable has a high but finite stiffness. As tension is increased on one side of the capstan the
cable elongates, thus compressing an equal length of cable on the other side of the capstan
releasing tension via Hooke's Law. This means that the preloading tension for each cable must at
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least equal the sum of the previously calculated peak holding tension and maximum expected
loading tension for that joint. The results of this analysis are given in Table 2.
Table 2: Peak actuator torque, radius of contact, peak actuator tension, peak holding tension,
total angle of cable contact, coefficient of static friction, and preload tension

0 [radians]

[p

Tpreload [N]

.26 E-3

6*n

.61

26.20026

100.1

.001

6*n

.61

100.101

218.75

.002

6*n

.61

218.752

Tload [N * m]

ract [iM]

Tioad

Joint 1

1

.0381

26.2

Joint 2

2

.019984

Joint 3

1.75

.008

[N]

Thold

[N]

The cable being used is a 7x 19 aircraft cable with a 3/64" diameter. The rated load
capacity for the cable is 222 N, approximately equal to the maximum expected tension, and the
breaking strength is 1,110 N. (25) A 7x19 cable was selected because of its relatively high
flexibility, when compared to other aircraft cable weaves. Even though this cable is flexible, its
finite bending stiffness means that the capstan equation isn't completely accurate. We account
for this shortfall by applying a preload that is approximatly twice the calculated minimum value.
After calculating the parameters of the cable drive system, an assembly was built to
preload the cables and decouple their motion from each other. To keep the path length traveled
by the cables constant, thereby avoiding introducing slack, the point of contact between the cable
and each segment's axis of rotation was kept stationary. To keep the point contact stationary, the
cable was wrapped around chords of a drive pulley that is centered on each joint. Figure 30
shows how the drive cable interacts with the first tail segment, as previously described.
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Points of
contact

Drive pulley
chords

Figure 30: Cross-section showing cable routing
The preloading tension is applied by an assembly after each segment's drive pulley. The
end of each aircraft cable is routed around a second capstan and a spring is then used to apply the
associated preloading tension value. Figure 31 is a schematic of the cable tension assembly with

the spring elements and cable sketched in. This design allows the lengths of cable between an
actuator and its joint (i.e. the active lengths) to remain rigid, as the holding tension of the second
capstan is the preload on the active lengths of cable, and the load tension of this second capstan
is applied by the extension springs. If the tension on the compressed side of the active length of
cable drops below Th.ld, causing the cable to slip, the cable will also slip on the second capstan
of the compressed side thus transmitting the holding tension of this second capstan to the
compressed active length of the cable, via the capstan effect. In this way, as long as the holding
tension of the second capstan is greater than or equal to the preload tension required for the joint,

the tension in the active length of the drivetrain will never fall below Thold for that segment. This
passive way of applying preload proved to work well.
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Loading tension of secondary
capstan

Clearance for extension springs
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0 0

capstan

Active
Lengths

Figure 31: Tension assembly
The extension spring clearance in the bracket and the preload tension requirement define
the minimum stiffness of the springs.
A variation of this design could use the surface of the drive pulley chords as the
secondary capstan. This variation would increase the overall the stiffness of the cable, as
discussed in Chapter 10, and eleminate the risk of having too high of a contact angle on the
secondary capstan, resulting in a holding tension too low to maintain contact between the cables
and the motor shafts. One issue with this modification, though, is that the contact angle on the
drive pulley chords changes over time, so they may need to be extended to allow a minimum
contact angle for the drive cables. Using a separate component with a fixed contact angle for the
secondary capstan is more robust.
The clearance in the second and third segments of the tail is less than that in the first
segment, so the tension assembly's design was minimized in volume. The assembly in the
second segment, pictured in Figure 32, uses compression springs instead of extension springs.
This reduces the size of the routing bracket by reducing the required, internal clearance for the
springs.
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Figure 32: Tension assembly for tail segment two
Much of the tensioning assembly for the third segment is 3D printed into the part,
pictured in Figure 33, since the empty volume in this section is too small to easily install a
separate bracket. Because of the small volume, the basic design of the assembly was also
changed to further reduce its size. This bracket functions in the same way as the first and second
segments', but the routing posts for the second capstans are combined into a single rod and the
compression springs are placed outside of the segment. This can be done because a cable doesn't
need to be routed through this segment to posterior links, as is necessary for the anterior
segments. Orthographic renderings and dimensioned drawings for the routing brackets'
individual parts are included in Appendix E.

N
Loading tension of secondary capstan

Figure 33: Tension assembly for tail segment three
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5.3 Actuator Alignment
The actuators of the FHUV are aligned with the axis of machine and the cables are routed
around pulley's to change their directions, as can be seen in Figure 34. This was done because
most of the machine's open volume is also aligned with its axis.

Figure 34: Actuator alignment
The motors are aligned by 3D printed pockets and they are held in place by aluminum
mounting plates that bolt to the head sections. The mounting plates have alignment features to
align themselves with the axes of the motors. The pulleys that re-orient the cables are fixtured to
the mounting plates, insuring that the cables are in the proper orientation. Figure 35 shows a
complete motor assembly.
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Figure 35: Motor assembly

5.4 Mathematical Model of Joint Torques
The calculated torque and position profiles, as well as the efficiencies of the gearboxes
and motor controllers are used to estimate the power dissipation of actuator combinations
(motor+gearbox). The actuator combinations with the lowest power dissipation are considered to
be the optimal sets. The estimated swimming loads on the FHUV are also used to size the
components of the drivetrain. We selected actuators from Maxon Motors, since this manufacturer
provides thorough documentation and a wide selection of high quality motors and motor drivers.
A free body diagram was used to aid in estimating the swimming loads on the machine.
The diagram is shown in Figure 36, where the thrust is assumed to act at the tip of the tail. By
virtue of the drivetrain's design, the actuator torques act between the head section and the
segments of the tail. For simplicity, the head is assumed to be rotationally static and to be
undergoing no translation along the y-axis. This assumption was made after an observation of the
swimming kinematics of Thunniform swimmers, who undergo minimal extraneous motion at the
front of their bodies. This behavior will be preserved in the machine because of the high mass
and inertia of its head and the fins that are deployed, which add additional stability.
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Figure 36: The free body diagram
The distance from the head to each joint and to the tip of the fish is 1#, 1#,g is the distance
from the head to the center of gravity of each segment, L# is the length of the tail segments, 0# is
the angle of each tail segment with respect to the x-axis, R,/y,# is the reaction force at each joint,
M# is the actuator moment, Tk,, is the moment from the flexural bearings and skin, k# is the
angular stiffness of the flexural bearings and skin, Fthrust is the thrust force acting at the tip of
the tail, Ly is the linear pressure along a laterally vibrating slender body in fluid and lcg,# and is
the moment of inertia (MOI) of the segments with respect to their centers of gravity.
The reaction torque on joint two resulting from the tension of joint three's cable
(Treaction,tension) is neglected to simplify the analysis of free body diagram, since this torque is
assumed to be small. A schematic illustrating the cause of this reaction torque is shown in Figure
37.
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9

Ftension,upper = Tu, + Tu,r
Ftension,lower = Ti,

I-u,rI =

=

=

FI,rI

10

+ Ti,r

+

Tpreload,3

= Tpreload,3

11
12
13

Tact,3
act,3

-

M 3 /ract

Tact,3

The reaction torque on segment two can become nonzero when the orientation of
segment three changes, thereby changing the sum of Ftension,upper and Ftension,iower as shown in

Figure 38.
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Figure 38: Effect of changing orientation
The reaction torque can also become nonzero as the result of actuator tension, since this
increases the net tension by Tact,3 on one length of cable and decreases the net tension by the
same amount on the other length. This changes the sum of
well, as shown in Figure 39.
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Figure 39: Effect of actuation tension
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The free body diagram in Figure 36 was used to derive a set of equations. to approximate
the joint torques required to sustain the desired kinematic trajectories. To solve for the joint
torques, the lateral pressure on the machine's body and the thrust that is generated by the caudal
fin need to be modeled. Expressions for the thrust and pressure are derived by Alvarado on pages
31-34 and 45-47 of (16), and are based on Lighthill's elongated body theory. (26) Alvarado also
provides a relationship to approximate the average swimming speed (U) and an expression to
approximate the apparent mass of the surrounding fluid (madded). For convience, the thrust and
pressure analysis will be repeated in Appendix B. The result is presented below along with the
expressions derived from the free body diagram
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The geometry of the slender body determines P, S is the average height/span of the
machine, pf is the density of the surrounding fluid, and U is the average velocity of the fish [see
pages 60 & 61 of (16)]. The values of the dynamic and kinimatic parameters used in the model
are given in Table 11 of Appendix E.
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Matlab was used to solve for and visualize the y-directed reaction pressure from the fluid and the
thrust generated by the FHUV. These solutions were used to find the torque required at each
joint to maintain the specified kinematics. Plots of these traces are shown in Figure 40 and the
Matlab code is given in Appendix C.
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5.5

Summary of the Chapter

A tendon based drivetrain is used because it allows the actuators to exert control effort
from the rigid anterior portion of the FHUV. The cables are routed such that the kinematic
motions of the segments are decoupled from each other. Also, tension is applied to both lengths
of each cable throughout the stroke of the joints by tensioning assemblies. The tension allows the
cables to attach to the motor shafts via the capstan effect and ensures that the drivetrain is rigid
and has no backlash. Estimations of the joint torques allow us to define the required cable
preload, and size the components of the drivetrain.
The system's actuators are aligned with the swimming axis of the machine, since this
orientation is the most effective use of the open volume in the device. The cables are routed
down the length of the fish by a series of idler pulleys.
In Chapter 6, the estimated joint torques are used to select optimal motor and gearbox
combinations based on models for total power use. The power dissipation is also estimated for
each axis of the FHUV, and this is used to estimate various steady state internal temperatures
inside the device. Finally, a position controller is designed for the system's joints based on their
measured frequency response.
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Chapter 6
Servo System
In this chapter, we explain our procedure for optimizing a motor and gearbox
combination for each segment of the FHUV. We also explain the thermal model we use to
predict potential failure modes. Finally, we describe the position controller that was designed and
tested on the machine.

6.1

Optimization of Actuators

The actuators are optimized based on the joint torque estimates and trajectories. The
inertia and efficiency of the actuators and gearboxes are also taken into consideration. The tables
that catalogue the parameters of compatible motors and gearboxes from Maxon are given in
Appendix E.
The torque profiles calculated in Equations 17, 21, and 25 are the torques applied by the
drive pulleys of each segment (M#). With the actuator inertias (Jmotor & Jgear), gear ratios
(Ngear), joint trajectories (0#), and pulley ratios (Npuiiey), I am able to calculate the associated
motor torques required (Tmotor) for each segment. This analysis accounts for the torque required
to accelerate the motor and gearbox inertias (Tacc), which becomes significant at higher gear
ratios. The expression is,
Tmotor -= Tacc

+

M#30
Ngear*Npulley

Tacc= (Imotor +

bmotor,#

=#

Igear) *

* Ngear

*

Omotor,#

Npuuey-

31
32

Here, Tacc is the product of the combined inertias of the motor and gearbox with the
angular acceleration of the motor shaft ( 0 motor,#). The second term in Equation 30 is the torque
applied to each segment of the machine after it is reduced by the transmission ratio. The actuator
model is shown graphically in Figure 41.
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Figure 41: Actuator torque model
The motor torque profiles are found for each motor and gearbox combination at each
joint of the FHUV. The torque profiles of the optimal motors for each joint are shown in Figure
42. The optimal actuator combinations are selected by minimizing the total energy that would be
input into each axis of the machine every period. This total energy is a factor of the energy
dissipated by the electromechanical components of the drivetrain, the energy absorbed by each
axis, and the energy transfered to the fluid by the machine.
Given the time constraints of this thesis, the long lead time of the drive components, and
the importance of defining the actuator geometries before designing the machine's drivetrain,
actuators were purchased early on in the project based on a simplified optimization. The torque
profiles of the actuators that were purchased are also shown.
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The motor torque and speed profiles, winding resistances and torque constants are used to

calculate the electric power into each joint and the energy dissipated by the various components
of the drivetrain. The analysis will be explained by referring to Figure 43, where PD,# is dissipated
of
power, P# is the power flowing through the drivetrain, and Eff represents the maximum effeciencies
the controllers and gearboxes.

Po,1
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PD,2
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PD,3

P3

Gear Transmission

Motor

Controller

Effc

P4
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Figure 43: Power calculations

The estimated mechanical power that must flow out of each gear transimission (P4 ), the

power dissipated by the motors (PD,2), the mechanical power injected into the gearboxes and
pulleys from the motor (P 3 ), and the electric power into the motor (P 2 ) are given by the
expressions,
P 4 = M# * 0#
# * Ngear *Npuiiey *
P3
PD,2 _

Tmotor )2

P 2 = P 3 + PD,2.

Rmoto,

33

Tmotor

34
35

*kmotor

36
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Here, mechanical power is the product of shaft torque and angular velocity and power is
dissipated by the motors through resistive losses. The current through the motor coils is the
motor torque divided by their torque constant (kmotor). When P4 is positive, energy is considered
to be flowing into the gear transmissions from the motors and the power dissipated by the gear
,

transmission (PD,3) is a fraction of P 3

PD,3 =

(1 - Effg) * P 3 -

37

,

When P4 is negative, power is being absorbed by a given link. In this case, the power
dissipated by the gear transmission is a fraction of P4
PD,3 = -(1

- Effg) * P 4 .

38

So far, the limited efficiencies of the gear transmissions and controllers have not been
considered when estimating the power flowing through the system. To consider their effect, the
total power into each joint (P1 ) is given by
P=

P2
Effc*Effg

39

when P2 is positive, and
P 1 = P2 * (Effc * Effg)

40

when P2 is negative.
Finally, the power dissipated by motor controllers also depends on if an axis is absorbing
power or outputting it. When P1 is positive, the power dissipated by the motor controllers is
PD,1 =

P1 * Effc.

41

Effc.

42

When P1 is negative,
PD,1 = P2 *

These power estimates are calculated for every motor and gearbox combination at each
joint. The power estimates for the optimized actuators are shown in Figure 44, along with the
power estimates for the purchased actuators.
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Figure 44: Actuator power
Most of the estimated power is positive, meaning that energy is injected into the system.
This makes intuitive sense since positive energy is required to propel the device. It also makes
sense that some energy is absorbed by the joints, since reaction forces on the links require energy
absorption to maintain the necessary kinematics.
The expressions for total power are integrated over one period to find the net energy per
cycle into each axis of the FHUV. The net energies for the optimal pairings and the purchased
pairings are shown in Figure 45.
Energy into by each joint [Joules]
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Figure 45: Energy dissipated per cycle
Figure 46 is a plot of the energy dissipation for one motor with an increasing gear ratio
and fixed loading conditions at the output shaft. This illustrates that as an actuator's gear ratio
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approaches zero and infinity, the energy dissipated by its motor each period approaches large
values. This is because a low gear ratio result in low inertial torques but a mechanical
disadvantage that requires more actuator torque; conversely a high gear ratio results in a
mechanical advantage but requires high inertial torques to accelerate the motor and gearbox. The
most efficient motor and gearbox combinations are at some optimal gear ratio that depends on
the actuator torque and speed profile.
Energy Dissipation for Increasing Gear Ratios
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Figure 46: Typical energy dissipation as a function of gear ratio
The Maxon Motors part numbers of the optimal actuator combinations as well as the
implemented actuator combinations are given in Table 3.
Table 3: Part numbers for actuator pairings from Maxon Motors
Joint 1

Joint 2

Joint 3

Optimal Motor

429271

370356

429271

Optimal Gearbox

223081

223086

223085

Purchased Motor

412825

412825

412825

Purchased Gearbox

223080

223080

223080
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6.2

Thermal Considerations

The motors, gearboxes and motor controllers of the FHUV have a limited efficiency.
These components are also sealed inside the hull and will be placed in a fixed temperature fluid
during normal operation (Twater). The peak steady state temperatures of the ambient air (Tamb),
the motors' coils (T,,il) and the ABS (TABS) need to be estimated to insure that the design is
practical. To estimate the various internal temperatures, the system is modelled as an air filled,
spherical shell with three spherical bodies near its center. The external shell represents the ABS
body of the FHUV, and it shares the same external surface area (SAABS) and wall thickness
(tABS)-

The spherical bodies inside the ABS shell represent the motors, and they are solid spheres
inside of concentric shells. The solid spheres take the place of the motor's coils, and the shells
represent the motors' housings. The shells have an external surface area and wall thickness equal
to the surface area (SAjousing) and wall thickness (thousing) of the motor housings they
represent. The spheres are assumed to have a radius (rc011 ) equal to that of the inner wall of their
surrounding shells. The heat generated by the motors (Oavg,motor) is transferred from the surface

of the coils to the outer surface of the housings through the thermal resistance Rcoil-housing, and
from the surface of the housings to the ambient air inside the device through Rhousing-amb. The
heat is considered to be transferred to the ambient air along the surface of sphere with a diameter
equal to twice the average diameter of the motor spheres (Dmodel).

Additional heat is added to the system by the gearboxes (Qavg,gearbox) and motor
controllers (Qavg,controllers). The maximum allowable temperature of the motor controllers isn't

specified; instead the maximum ambient temperature is given (Tamb,peak). This means that the
surface temperatures of the controllers don't need to be approximated, so the associated thermal
resistances can be neglected. The gearboxes are mounted in a way that makes it difficult to
approximate their surface temperatures with a simple model. They are held at their
circumferences by insulating ABS sleeves but one of their ends is bolted to a thermally
conductive aluminum plate. (See Figure 34 and Figure 35) For simplicity, their surface
temperatures will not be approximated with this model. The heat from the controllers and
gearboxes is considered to enter the system at the same imaginary surface as motors.
The heat from the sources conducts through the still air in the device (Rcond,amb) and the
ABS shell (Rcond,ABS), convection at their boundary is neglected. Heat then flows into the
surrounding fluid through convection (Rconv,ABS-Fluid). The device will be in motion during
normal operation resulting in fluid flow over its surface, but the modeled fluid is considered to
be still to further simplify the analysis. A schematic of the model is shown in Figure 47, along
with the thermal circuit used to solve for the critical temperatures.
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Figure 47: Thermal model and thermal circuit
The relevant solutions to the thermal circuit are given below. The thermal resistances and
geometric parameters of the motors are given in their specification sheets (1) (27) (28) and the
internal and external radii of the ABS (rABS,inner and rABS,outter) and motor shells (rminner and
rm,outter) can be calculated from their surface areas and wall thicknesses.

= 4 * (rm,outter,1+rmoutter,2+rmoutter,3)
3
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4
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1
hc*SAABS
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+
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(Rcond,ABS + R conv,ABS- Fluid) + Twater
Tamb,peak=Q avg,total * (Rcondamb) + TABS,peak
TABS,peak=Q avg,total
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Tcoil,surf,1lavg,motorJ1
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The motor coils are assumed to be generating heat uniformly. Their peak internal
temperatures can be estimated based on the below standard result. This analysis is for a single
motor coil and is repeated for the other two axes,
6avg,coil,1

-

avg,motor,1/(

_ -eavg,coil,1

coi,

kcopper

*T

* ir *

rminner,1)
rminner,1)

Tsurf *kcopper
6

eavg,coil,1

53
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6
2

Tpeak,1 = eavg,coil,1
kcopper

Tsurf *kcopper
eavg,coil,1

+

,rminner,1
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6

The coils' peak temperatures are compared to their maximum allowable temperatures
(Tcoii,max). The internal temperature of the ABS shell is compared to the melting temperature of
ABS (TAB,melt) to determine if it is at risk of deforming. Finally, the peak ambient temperature
inside the device is compared to the maximum allowable ambient temperature of the motor
controllers (Tamb,max).

To estimate the steady state internal temperatures, the average heat generated by the
components needs to be approximated. It is appropriate to consider the average heat because the
thermal time constant of much of the system is greater than the 1.1 second period of actuation of
the machine. The shortest thermal time constant of the motors is 92.9 seconds and the gearboxes
have a similar construction so likely a similar time constant, though this wasn't measured.
The power dissipated by the components of each joint is estimated in Section 7.1. The
average is calculated with Matlab for the optimal actuators and for the actuators that were
purchased for the machine. These power estimates are plugged into Equations 43-55 to yield
temperature estimates.
The estimated temperatures for the optimal combinations of actuators are far below their
maximum allowable values, see Table 4. This is in part due to the efficiency of the components
and because the machine is expected to require little mechanical power for actuation with the
comnanded kinematics. The margin between the estimated temperatures and their critical
values suggests that the design is feasible and that a more accurate analysis isn't necessary.
However, the estimated temperatures for the purchased actuator combinations far exceed their
maximum allowable values. This is largely due to the fact that the transmission ratio of the
purchased gearboxes is too low for the machine's estimated torque profiles.
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A preliminary actuator optimization lead to the selection of the purchased actuators, and
the prototype was designed to accommodate their geometry. Testing will continue with the
existing actuators and the operating temperature of the ambient air in the device will be
monitored by sensors on the motor controllers. Damage to the hardware will be avoided by
shutting off the device and allowing it to cool when the internal temperatures approach their
critical values. The material and geometric parameters for the thermal analysis are given in Table
9 of Appendix E.
Table 4: Results of thermal analysis
Value

Parameter

Value

Parameter

Tpeak,coil,optimaljoint1 [K]

305.197

Tpeak,coil,purchased,]oint1

[K]

742.1920

Tpeakcoiloptimaljoint2 [K]

305.217

Tpeakcoil,purchasedjoint2

[K]

757.1203

[K]

305.469

Tpeakcoitpurchasedjoint3

[K]

804.2820

Tmax,coi,optimai,joint1 [K]

398.15

Tmax,coil,purchased [K]

Tmax,coiioptimai,joint2

[K]

398.15

TABS,peak,purchased

Tmaxcoiloptimai,joint3

[K]

398.15

Tambpeak,purchased [K]

TABSpeak,optimal [K]

294.216

TABS,melt

Tamb,peak,optimal [K]

305.084

Tamb,max [K]

Tpeakcoil,optimal,joint 3

[K] (29)

[K]

398.15
295.9244
740.756
378.2
318.15

6.2 Description of Electromechanical Components
The purchased actuators are all Maxon "EC 60 Flat" motors with "GP 52 C" gearboxes,
4096 count encoders, and "Escon 50/5" current controllers. The EC 60 Flat motor has a suitable
torque limit for the expected torque trajectories and 88% maximum efficiency. (1) Also, the
speed constant of the motor is high enough for the voltage of the 6S "ZIPPY Compact" Lipo
battery (22.2V) to drive all of the actuators through the position trajectories of the machine's
motion. (5) The GP 52 C gearbox is a single stage gearbox with 91% maximum efficiency. (2)
The low number of stages and the high efficiency of the gearbox suggest that there is minimal
friction which allows for straight-forward, linear position control. The motors are controlled by
Maxon's Escon 50/5 servo controller in current mode. The Escon 50/5 controller has a 95%
maximum efficiency and can supply up to 15 amps of peak current, which would give more than
the expected peak actuator torque required for the swimming profiles. (3) The controller is used
in current mode and position control is done on a National Instruments "MyRio," using the
encoders for position measurement. The loop shape of a stock position controller would not be
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easy to modify aside from changing specified control parameters and the cost would have been
significantly greater. The "MyRio" allows for easy modification of the position control loop to
accommodate the nonlinear system of the FHUV if necessary, and it allows for straight-forward
incorporation of specialized sensors for feedback, such as strain guages.
The motor controllers measure the voltage and current at each actuator. The mechanical
power used to propel the machine is estimated by measuring the electrical power going into each
motor and accounting for the efficiency of the gearboxes and the resistive losses of the motors.
The motor current will be used to estimate the torque applied at each joint, after accounting for
the gear ratios and the inertia of the actuators.

6.3 Description of Preliminary Control Algorithms
A linear position loop controller was designed for each axis to track the pre-determined
joint trajectories. To be able to shape the loop return ratio for each joint's controller, the open
loop frequency response of each joint was measured from the input of the current controllers to
the output of each of the machine's encoders. (Figure 48) The closed loop dynamics of the
current controllers are fast compared to the mechanical system, so they are considered to act as
constant gains. The dynamic signal analyzer parameters are given in Table 5.
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Figure 48: Frequency response
Table 5: DSA Parameters
Settling

Calculation

Initial

Final

Number of

Amplitude

Sampling

Cycles

Cycles

Frequency

Frequency

Frequency Bins

(Volts)

time (sec)

(Hz)

(Hz)

Joint 1

10

10

0.5

5

20

0.4

0.01

Joint 2

10

10

0.5

100

20

1.2

0.001

Joint 3

10

10

0.5

100

20

1.75

0.001

The dynamics of the mechanical system are slow in comparison to the loop sampling rate
of the MyRio that runs the position controllers (1 kHz). The reference trajectories are also low
frequency, since they are essentially 1 Hz sinusoidal waves. The position loops are designed to
cross over at 10 Hz for joints 1 and 2, based on the open loop plant transfer functions and the
reference trajectories. Joint 3 has a resonance at 10 hz because of the relativly low inertia of the
last segment and the high stiffness of the blade flexures. Because of this, its position loop is
designed to cross over at 25 Hz instead. The current controllers for the actuators are external and
only depend on the MyRio for a reference signal.
The lead-lag position controller was designed based on each joint's measured, open loop
frequency response. A block diagram explaining each axis of the machine is shown in Figure 49.
The "plant" in the block diagram represents what was measured in Figure 48, while Gc represents
the controller's transfer function.
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Figure 49: Block diagram of each joint
The position controller uses a lead-lag compensator. The lag component has a pole at the

origin of the imaginary plane to give the controllers infinite gain at DC and therefore good closed
loop tracking at low frequencies. The lag's zero, determined by the reciprocal of ITag, is located
one decade before each joint's desired crossover frequency to minimize the amount of phase margin that
is lost because of it. The lead component is centered on each joint's desired crossover frequency by
"Tlead " in order to maximize the phase margin it adds to the loop return ratio. The width and peak phase
of the lead controller is determined by "a". This is set to 10 as a good balance between high added phase
margin and low added gain above the crossover frequency. The proportional gain of the controller (kp) is
set so that the magnitude of the loop return ratio is one at the desired crossover frequency. The

parameters of each joint's controller are given in Table 6.
G

C P * Bag*s+1
S

-=k

* a*Tlead*S+l

Tlead*S+l
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Table 6: Controller parameters
kP

Tlead

T

lag

a

Wc [hz]

Current Controller
Gain [Amps/Volts]

Joint 1

-.09

.032

10

10

10

-.278

Joint 2

-.263

.032

10

10

10

-.278

Joint 3

-.5485

.0128

.403

10

24.8

-.556

The controller was implemented in Labview's graphical programming language. A
schematic of part of the code used to implement the controller for one of the joints is shown in
Figure 50Error! Reference source not found.. In addition to running the controller, the
program sets the loop rate of the MyRio and updates the position reference.
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Figure 50: Controller code Schematic
A fabrication error was discovered while measuring the open loop frequency response of
the joints. This error leads to a significant amount of friction in the second and third joints. The
friction drives the position controller for the second joint unstable and it also causes both joints
to draw more power than expected.
The machine was dissasembled and the incorrect components were fixed. After the
FHUV is reassembled the loop return ratio, closed loop transfer function, control effort, and error
needs to be measured for each axis. These measurements should be done in open air to validate
the control system. Afterwards, the postion controllers will need to be re-tuned for operation in
fluid. This has not been done yet, due to time constraints.

6.3

Summary of the Chapter

Optimal actuators were investigated to minimize the power dissipation in each of the
machine's axis. The purchased actuators have less desirable performance since they were
selected based on a simplified optimization.
The expected power dissipation of the machine's components was used to approximate
various steady state temperatures inside the device based on a simple thermal model. The
optimal actuators are expected to lead to low and unconcerning steady state tempuratures,
however the model suggests that the purchased actuators may overheat the device. To avoid
damage, the air tempurature inside the device will be measured and the device will be allowed to
cool if the temperature comes close to its critical value.
Position control loops were designed for the assembled prototype's joints. The loops
were tuned based on the measured open loop frequency response of each axis of the FHUV. A
fabrication error was discovered while measuring the frequency response of the joints, so the
machine was disassembled and the parts were corrected. The machine is still being reassembled.
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In order for the finished prototype to operate in fluid, it needs to be sealed water tight. An
overview of the two seals that were made for the design are explained in the following chapter.
One seal is for the rigid anterior section of the FHUV and the second is a flexible skin for its tail.
These seals have not yet been tested on the final prototype.
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Chapter 7
Outer Hull
The first segment of the FHUV's hull is split into three sections that connect via 0-ring
joints. These joints allow access to the machines's actuators for troubleshooting and assembly.
The segments of the tail are sealed with a flexible skin to keep water off the drivetrain and to
make the machine bouyant.

7.1 0-ring Joint Design
The 0-ring joint features at the anterior of the machine were made in the 3D printed
body. In order to achieve the 0.9 pm surface finish required to seal the joint, [pg 2589 of (30)]
special features were added to the parts in post processing.
The pressure difference between the inside of the machine and the surrounding fluid is
low because the machine will not go to depths greater than around 1 meter (9.807 kPa). A 75A
durometer 0-ring with a 2.4mm cross section was selected, based on suggestions from the
Machinery's Handbook [pg 2587-2590 of (30)]. The joint's groove width is 3.6mm and the depth
is 2.057mm. A bolt circle was located outside of the mating groove and the bolts were spaced 3
bolt diameters apart, based on recommendations from page 444 of (31). The 0-ring was cut to
length and bonded with Loctite 404, a general purpose super glue.
A test volume was made and sealed based on the above specifications in order to carry
out a quick test the 0-ring joint's design. The design of the test volume is shown in Figure 51. It
was easy to locate the center of the part and mill a circular 0-ring groove into it.

j1~1 1I

Figure 51: Rendering ot test volume
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After printing the test volume, the middle section was bolted to a plate and clamped in a
CNC mill. A dial indicator was used to locate the center of the part, which become the center of
the O-ring's groove. The located center only needed to be accurate to within around 2.5mm,
since it just needed to ensure that the location of the groove didn't overlap the bolt holes of the
joint. An oversized, circular groove was CNC milled into the end of the middle section as shown
in Figure 52.

Figure 52: O-ring slot being machined
A rigid epoxy was mixed and placed in a vacuum to remove air bubbles. This epoxy was
then poured into the oversized groove and allowed to cure. After the epoxy cured, the section
was place back in a mill and its end was faced. Finally, the O-ring groove was machined into the
epoxy with a high spindle speed in order to achieve the desired surface finish. This process was
completed for both ends of the middle section. A schematic of the process is shown in Figure 53.
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Epoxy

Machined
groove

Figure 53: Center section being made
The surface finish of the caps of the test volume were created using over molded epoxy
as well. Because the round faces of the caps are not easy to fixture, epoxy was poured on a flat
and smooth surface and the caps' flat faces were placed face down in it and allowed to cure. The
side of the epoxy that was in contact with the flat surface took on its flatness and surface finish

after curing. The flat surface is a granite surface plate covered with commercial grade plastic
wrap. This gives the surface of the end caps a flat profile with the surface finish of plastic wrap.
This completed the O-ring joint for the test volume, which was empirically tested. A schematic
of this process is shown in Figure 54.

Surface plate

Figure 54: Caps being made
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Because of time constraints, the O-ring joints were not completed in the final prototype.
Figure 55 shows the sections of the prototype's body that will be the joint. The bolts of the joints
sit in channels that will be covered by a skin, creating a smooth profile.

Joint surfaces

Bolt channels

Figure 55: Prototype's O-ring surfaces

7.2 Flexible Skin
The skin for the flexible section of the machine was cast as a single piece. It is timeconsuming to cast the skin, however we were unable to find an'adhesive capable of creating a
water tight and flexible seal between urethane or silicone sheets. Such an adhesive almost
certianly exhists, however we opted no to spend more time experimenting with brands. Another
benefit to casting the skin is that it is easy to achieve a seam-less surface. This is desirable
because a seam would created unwated drag.
Solidworks CAD software was used to measure how much the skin would contract and
elongate during the motion of the tail to identify the minimum elongation of the skin material
and design the mold. The skin covered the posterior 321mm of the fish and would
elongate/shrink 33.5mm on each side, approximately 10% of its length, based on measurements
from the CAD model. Accordingly, the mold was designed to be 10% shorter than the part of the
body that the skin covers, so it remains under tension during contraction and doesn't form
wrinkles. Based on the design requirements, the material for the skin would need to have a total
elongation of at least 20%. Smooth-On's VytaFlex 10 has 1000% elongation at break and was
the most compliant material that I could locate an adhesive for. The adhesive recommended by
Smooth-On representatives was their "Super Instant" rapid bonding epoxy.
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The mold was designed as four separate sections that are combined to form an inner mold
and an outer mold. To form the inner mold, the back 321mm of the fish CAD profile was shrunk
axially by 10% and features were added so it could be fixtured inside of the outer mold. The
resulting body was then split in half so each half could be machined with a CNC router. The
inner mold was then enlarged 7.6mm and used to create a cavity in a second part for the outer
mold. This outer mold was then split in half and alignment features were added to each half.
These halves were also made on a CNC router. Figure 56 shows a cut-away of the assembled
parts.

Figure 56: Outer mold.
The resulting mold halves fit together leaving a 7.6mm thick gap for the skin. An
undergraduate research assistant, Trang Luu, CNC machined the sections of the mold based on
the CAD parts. The toolpaths and G-code used to make the parts were created with Mastercam
MCX 6. (32) The material for the mold is two inch thick pink insulation foam. Sheets of the
foam were glued together onto a large plywood sheet to form the full sized stock. The surface of
the foam sheets were lightly sanded before gluing to remove their top layers, which didn't take
glue well. (Figure 57)
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Figure 57: Creating stock
The full sized stock was then nailed to the bed of a LC Series 4896 CNC router and the
four mold halves were milled out. These sections were then cut loose with a band saw. (Figure
58)

Figure 58: (Left) Mold being milled. (Right) Sections cut from stock.
The halves of the inner mold were glued together, and any voids in the part were filled
with Crayola's "Model Magic" modeling compound. Model Magic was used because it takes
paint well once it is dry. (33) The non-mating surfaces of the mold were then coated with a thin
layer of acrylic paint and then Smooth-On's "Smooth-Cast Onyx" epoxy. (34) The acrylic paint
protected the surface of the pink foam from the epoxy's solvent, and the epoxy created a smooth
and water-tight surface that mold release could be sprayed on to ease demolding the skin. (Figure
59)
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Figure 59: Mold assembly and surface treatment
Vytaflex 10 was mixed and placed in a vacuum to remove the air bubbles. The mixture
was then poured into the mold and the halves were clamped shut. (Figure 60)
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Figure 60: (Left) Evacuating the resin. (Right) Curing the skin
Unfortunately, we neglected to apply mold release to the surface of the mold, so we were
not able to remove the finished skin without destroying the mold. A vice was used to separate the
halves of the outer mold and the skin was carefully peeled off the inner mold. Figure 61 shows
part of the demolding process. The protective coatings that were applied to the pink foam
adhered to the skin in the absence of mold release.
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Figure 61: (Top) Outer mold opened. (Right) Skin removed
The protective coating that adhered to the skin increased its stiffness, however mold
release will fix this issue.

7.3 Summary of the Chapter
The anterior section of the machine will be sealed with O-rings. To achieve the surface
finish required to make the seals, the mating features were machined out of epoxy. The joints
were fabricated and empirically tested on a sample volume with a simplified geometry.
The posterior end of the FHUV will be sealed with a flexible skin. Version one of this
skin was caste out of urethane rubber in a custom mold. The mold was designed by the author
and fabrication was done by undergraduate researcher, Trang Luu. Trang designed the CNC
router's toolpaths, formed and machined the stock, assembled the mold, and cured the skin.
This concludes the summary of work that has been completed on the prototype to date.
There are a few features of the design that should be updated for future iterations, as well as
some analysis that can be refined now that the mechanical design is complete.
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Chapter 8
Design Review and Suggestions for Future
Work
Problematic aspects of the machine's design were encountered during assembly. These
issues were not expected based on the final CAD model of the device. This chapter will discuss
the issues that were encoutered as well as the solutions that were implemented to resolve them.
Suggestions are also made to address issues that are likely appear during the final assembly of
the device.

8.1

Design Review

* The machine's steel cables must, be cut to length and tensioned after all the sections are
assembled. This is required because the path lengths of the cables are difficult to accurately
measure from the CAD model, since the CAD model doesn't account for the stiffness of the
cables which must be accommodated by additional length. This said, it is difficult to
assemble the machine and its tensioned cables without access holes for hands and tools.
There needs to be clearance so that the cables can be gripped and held taught while their
fixtures are bolted in place. Such features were added to the last two segments of the tail, and
future versions of the FHUV should have access holes added to the head and first tail
segment as well. (Figure 62)

Figure 62: Location of access holes
* The actuators are aligned by bolts in their mounting plates to within .56mm of their intended
location, at the center of their pockets. This tolerance is precise enough for the device, since
the aircraft cables are flexible and robust to misalignment. Thus, the location of the motors
can be insured by the mounting plates and their pockets can be oversized to eliminate the
need to mill them to size in post processing. The post processing shown in Figure 63 is
necessary because the pockets of the current design are intended to be a loose fit with .3mm
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of clearance, but the loose tolerance of the 3D printer used to make the body resulted in them
being significantly undersized. This caused the actuators to jam in each pocket due to the
excessive interference between the parts.

Figure 63: Correcting pocket diameter to eliminate interference
*

Because of a clearance issue, the middle section of the head needed to be cut with a bandsaw
to make room to install its motor. To fix this, the channel that locates the motor should be
redesigned as a slot instead of a hole. This would allow the motor to be inserted into the
assembly from the top instead of axially, reducing the amount of clearance needed to install
it. (Figure 64)
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Figure 64: Axial versus top-down insertion
*

The joints are spring steel flexures. These are easy to fixture and instrument, however they
allow for a few degrees of "roll" between the segments. This under constraint could
negatively affect swimming performance by allowing uncontrolled motion. This problem can
be solved by using pivot bearings, (35) which are flexural bearings that have all degrees of
freedom constrained except for one axis of rotation, see Figure 69. These bearings would
better constrain the device in exchange for more care in aligning the assembly.

*

There is compliance in the drive train that is the result of slack in the cables. The aircraft
cable is inextensible and pre-tensioned, but its bending stiffness keeps it from conforming
around all the routing posts of the drivetrain. When tension in the drive cables increases the
cables bend and allow the tail segments to move. An example of how increased tension
causes the cables to better conform to the drivetrain elements is shown in Figure 65.
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Figure 65: Cable deflection from increased tension
This problem can be alleviated by increasing the preload tension in the drivetrain to pull the
aircraft cables tight over the routing links. This problem can also be addressed by minimizing
the number of routing pulleys and making their diameters as large as possible. Increasing the
diameter of the routing pulleys reduces the amount of tension each cable requires to conform
around it. Finally, the diameter of the aircraft cables can be reduced or they can be changed
to fabric cords if the measured peak tensions are not too high.
" The compliance between the actuators and the segments of the tail mean that the position of
the actuators is not a reliable indicator of the position of the segments. To have the most
accurate control of the relative angle of the segments, their positions need to be measured
directly at each joint.
" With the mechanical design of the drivetrain complete, the free body diagram evaluated in
Section 6.3 should be reconsidered. The reaction torque on joint two resulting from the
tension of joint three's cable should be considered. Additionally, the actuators are currently
modeled as pure torque sources between the machine's head and each segment. In actuality,
the actuating torques are the result of differntial tension in the aircraft cables. Neglecting the
cable tension in the free body diagram's force balance misstreats the y-directed reaction
forces that the model estimates.
" A series of grooves were milled into the center section of the test part in order to make the 0ring joint. In future iterations of the joint, the clearance groove should be a 3D printed
feature. Additionally, extra material should be added to the ends of the center section so that
there is spare material to be cut away when the ends of the section are faced. A rendering of
the modified center head section is shown in Figure 66, where the clearance groove is
designed into the part and the face of the part is extended so it can be cut away during facing.
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Rubbing

I
Clearance

I

Clearance

Figure 67: Pulley's re-machined and clearance slots cut into mounting plates
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Figure 66: End of modified center head section
*

Each of the FHUV's motors has a pair of routing-pulleys that redirect the aircraft cables
down the length of the machine. The standoffs that position these pulleys are designed to be
different lengths to account for the cable that is coiled around the motor shafts (Figure 67).
These standoffs were mistakenly made to be the same size, which caused the aircraft cables
to rub against themselves and the motor mounting plates when the coil-pack moved axially
along the motor shaft during actuation. To correct the issue, the parts were re-machined to
specification and clearance slots were cut into the mounting plates.
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*

It is an idealization to assume the flexures' curvature will be purely constant because there
are y-directed reaction forces at the ends of each of the flexures in addition to the moments,
see Figure 68. Using the solutions to the free body diagram explained in Section 6.3, it is
possible to estimate the "parasitic" strain in each of the flexures from these y-directed forces.

A1

RY

Figure 68: Y-directed reaction forces
If we assume that each flexure is quasi-statically loaded, since they move slowly and have
minimal inertias, then each joint can be analyzed as a cantilevered beam with a tip force
equal to the y-directed reaction force at that joint. The strain (Eforce (t)) on the surface of a
cantilevered beam with a tip force "Ry" is given by the standard expression below, where
where "E" is the modulus of elasticity of the material, "I" is the area moment of inertia, and
"I" is the unclamped length of the flexure.

Eforce(t) -

2*EI

*

RY(t)
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From Equation 57, the strain resulting from the reaction force can be estimated for each joint
and compared to the strain of the same beam with a constant curvature corresponding to the
angular displacement. This is done for the prototype's joints. The results are given in Table 7
and the parameters are given in Table 12 of Appendix E. Here, a ratio is taken between the
peak strain at x = 0 resulting from the reaction force and the peak strain of a constant
curvature beam with the angle defined by the joint's swimming kinematics.
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Table 7: Strain gauge feedback
Max Eforce

Max Ecurvature

Eforce
Ecurvature

Joint 1

6.273*10-4

0.0024

.2565

Joint 2

5.916*10-4

0.0034

.1754

Joint 3

5.409*104

0.0039

.1399

Because the strain from the reaction force is relatively high, the position measurement could
be inaccurate resulting in erratic position control. These results suggest that strain gauges on
simple blade flexures are not the most appropriate way to measure the relative angle between
the segments.
This problem may be solved by using flex pivots. These bearings are designed to have a high
stiffness along each "constrained" degree of freedom by employing blade flexures that are
crossed at 900 degree angles, see Figure 69.

Fa

Fc

I

Figure 69: Flex pivots use crossed sets of blade flexures. The top image is taken from (35)
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The previously described tip force (Ry) can be considered to act radially on these
components. We can then approximate the force that is supported by the measured flexure
(F) by considering the stiffness of all the flexures given their orientations. This reduced
force results in an updated "Eforce" approximation. The radial stiffness (kR) of an appropriate
bearing from (35) is given as 2.8 * 106 [N/m] (p/n: 5016-600). From this, the stiffness of
the axially compressed flexure (ka) can be estimated based on the stiffness of the
cantilevered flexure (k,), assuming the components act in parallel to resist "RY".

ka
k

=

kR - kC

58
59

3*E*I
ka+kc60

Eforce(t) =

2*E*I

* Fe(t)
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The force applied by the flexure that is aligned with "Ry" is "7a".These equations are applied
to the system given the FHUV's peak joint forces and the pivot bearing's geometry. The
results are given in Table 8, and the parameter values are given in Table 13 of Appendix E.
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Table 8: Parasitic strain with pivot bearings
Max

Eforce

Max

Ecurvature

Eforce
Ecurvature

Joint 1

5.07 * 10-15

0.0024

2.11 * 10-12

Joint 2

5.07 * 10-15

0.0034

1.49 * 10-12

Joint 3

2.53 * 10-15

0.0039

6.49 * 10-13

These results suggest that the "parasitic" strain resulting from the reaction force at each joint
will be a small fraction of the strain produced by each joint's displacement. Given this low
expected error, it seems reasonable to measure relative joint angle assuming a constant
curvature of the flexure that is aligned with the axis the FHUV.

8.2

Suggestions for Future Work

Because of time constraints, I was unable to conduct experiments with the machine in
fluid. After assembling the device, the maximally efficient swimming kinematics need to be
found. The parametric profiles described by Alvarado and Prof. Barrett are either from
observations of living fish or tests on a machine that was mounted in a tow tank. It is likely that
the optimal kinematics for this self propelled machine are slightly different from their results.
The actuator torque applied to each segment of the machine (M1 through 3) also needs to
be estimated based on measured data. This can be done by accounting for the inertia of the
gearboxes when converting from measured motor torque (Tmotor) to actuator torque. Comparing
the measured torque profiles to the model's results will allow for validation of the thrust and
pressure models from Alvarado's work. The measured torque profiles will also aid in reoptimizing the actuators of the direct drive system and modifying the actuators with passive
elements to exploit the natural dynamics of the machine.
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Appendix A
Segment Length Evaluation
In Section 4.2 we note that Fierstine and Walters [page 8 of (21)] analyzed a high speed
video recording of a Thunniform swimmer and hypothisized that the joint at the anterior border
of the caudal fin and the joint at the anterior boarder of the caudal penducle are the two main
joints concerned with locomotion. The current length distribution of the segments of the
prototype's tail allow us to place one joint near each of these observed, critical locations. Here,
two other approaches for justifying segment lengths are introduced.

A. 1 Iterative Linear Regression
One method for fitting a segmented function to the continuous function that
parameterizes swimming would optimize the distribution of lengths by minimizing the average
RMS error between the functions over one period of motion. This optimization would occur for
various link length distributions. This method is attractive because it is straight-forward to
implement with numerical tools such as Matlab.
One drawback of the iterative linear regression approach is that it doesn't suggest that the
resulting fit will reproduce the desired fluid dynamic interactions. Appropriate dynamic
interactions between the FHUV's hull and the fluid are crucial in achieving the desired
swimming efficiency, and they depend on the evolution of the flow over time. A simplistic
regression approach does not consider the error at different positions on the machine or its
variation during the swimming period, all factors that govern the evolution of the flow.
One solution to improve the effectiveness of the regression method is to modify the
optimization to consider the amplitude error over the evolution of the trajectory. However, it is
difficult to quantify this consideration without some form of fluid dynamic study. In lieu of
relying on the regression approach, an approach based on the analytical flow profile is
considered.

A.2 Introduction to Lattice Boltzmann Method
This approach is based on the Lattice-Boltzmann numerical method (LBM) with a
Bhatnagar, Gross and Krook (BGK) collision model. (36) This numerical method is used to solve
for the velocity field of a low Reynolds number fluid flow profile. The LBM is attractive because
it is considered to be fairly simple to setup a simulation and parallelize it over multiple
processors.
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The goal of the analysis is to solve for the flow profile around a continuous FHUV and
compare it to the profile around a segmented FHUV with varied segment lengths. By comparing
flow features such as vorticity and off axis momentum, we hoped to find a segment length
distribution that results in a similar flow field to the continuous body. It would seem like a
successful numerical simulation of this sort would invalidate the need to prototype the device,
since it would result in a characterized flow field that could be analyzed to derive actuation
forces. However, the global kinematic motion of the simulated body is prescribed and not
determined by the forces between the body and the fluid. In essence, the simulation we plan to
run assumes that the trajectory of each of the joints results in the prescribed forward velocity.
From these assumptions, the flow field is derived. It is improbable that these assumptions are
valid, and would be more appropriate to prescribe the joint motions and simulate the resulting
forces between the body and the fluid, thereby solving for the body's motion and its flow field.
This final analysis is a challenge that has not yet been solved, and this thesis is an attempt at
reaching an alternative solution.
The LBM will be summarized, (37) see (36) for a detailed explanation of the theory. An
expression describing how the probability density of fluid particles change over time (f(i,i, t))
is created by considering the ways particles move and interact with each other. Namely, particles
change location based on their current speed (ji => i + V * dt), accelerate from forcing in the
system (i => V + P * dt), or they can collide with each other and instantly change position and
velocity ((i,

1

,xv)

=>

(x', ', x

i)).
', For a system without forcing these relationships

can be expressed as,

f(i + V * At,V, t + At)dx 3 dv 3 = f(i,V, t)dx 3 dv 3 + Collisions.

62

This expression is discretized by dividing the 2D region being studied into a lattice,
where each lattice point is considered to have 9 discrete velocities (D2Q9). Each site has a value
of f (,i,
t) for each discrete velocity, see Figure 70.
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Figure 70: D2Q9 Lattice Boltzmann Scheme. Taken from slide 4 of (37)
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In this lattice, Equation 62 becomes,
f(Y; + Vj * At, i;, t + At) = f(Y1,

t) + Coll(f(, V, it)).
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This can be thought of as the probability densities at each lattice streaming moving from
their current site to neighboring sites and colliding, see Figure 71.
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Figure 71: Lattice Boltzmann streaming step. Taken from slide 5 of (37)
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The collision term used is based on the BGK approximation. This is the last step that is
applied in each time step of the method, and it is expressed by,
Coll
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Here, -r is the relaxation time, c is the lattice speed of sound, v is the fluid viscosity, At is an
artificial time scale whose value is typically chosen as 1, and i1 is the average fluid velocity at a
lattice point. A collision can be thought to occur after the streaming step, and is graphically
shown in Figure 72. Here, the left image is just after the probability densities have streamed and
the right image is the densities after they have been relaxed.
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Figure 72: Lattice Boltzmann collision step. Taken from slide 6 of (37)
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One of the drawbacks of the lattice Boltzmann method is in the difficulty that comes with
assigning some boundary conditions. Figure 73 shows the simulation region. The upper and
lower boundaries are walls with a no slip condition. The surface of the simulated body also has a
no slip condition. The incoming flow on the left of the region has a Poiseuille velocity profile
and the outlet is a constant pressure outlet. Both the inlet and outlet also have a modification to
their boundary conditions that is explained in (38) by Zou and He.
Poiseuille flow
(Zou /He modification)

VShock wave

No slip boundary

Constant pressure
(Zou/He modification)
Figure 73: Simulation region

The macroscopic velocities of the lattice sites that become voids when the simulated
surface updates are set to zero. This is the simplest way to simulate the flow near a slowly
moving boundary. Shock waves are formed when fluid particles collide with newly neighboring
void sites that have zero velocity. Shockwaves also form when the surface updates and overtakes
sites that once composed the static boundary layer between the no-slip surface and the flow.
Fortunately, the viscosity of the simulated fluid, accounted for in the relaxation that occurs
during the collision step, dampens these shockwaves.
The no slip boundary condition is set by "reflecting" the probability densities that stream
to the boundary back to their original sites and not allowing them to relax toward the equilibrium
distribution. See a schematic of this step in Figure 74.
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Figure 74: No slip boundary condition
An inlet velocity boundary condition is set by solving Equation 75 for the probability
densities that correspond to the desired macroscopic velocity and setting the probability densities
at the inlet boundary to these values at the start of every time step. A constant pressure outlet

condition is more complex than the previous two, so the reader is referred to (36) for an
explanation. Similarly, a comprehensive explanation of the Zou/He modification is beyond the

scope of this work. However, the modification is explained by the original authors in (38). The
goal of the modification, though, is to improve the accuracy of the scheme.
The moving boundary in the simulation is created from an animated CAD model. The
joint trajectories that are calculated based on the procedure explained in Section 5.3 are used to
animate the model in Solidworks. This animation is set to run for one period at a high frame-rate,

and each frame is saved. The resolution of the boundary is kept low since it is proportional to the
number of lattice sites in the simulation and therefore the simulation speed. An example of these

initial frames is shown in Figure 75.

Figure 75: Frame of the animated CAD model
The frames of this video are then imported into Matlab, and the image processing toolbox
is used to convert each of them into a binary image. This series of binary images are then
trimmed before they are ready to be imported into the simulation, see Figure 76.

Figure 76: CAD frame converted to binary image
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Each simulation time step is converted to a physical time step (At) based on the physical
spacing of the simulation region (Ax) and the speed of sound C. The expression is,
At = Cs_.
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The frame rate of the simulation's motion determines the amount of time between frames,
and from this one can calculate the number of simulation iterations between boundary image
updates. The frame rate of the boundary update should be high so that there is little motion
between frames. This ensures that the simulation's results remain feasible by approximating
continuous motion. However, there is no benefit to setting the frame rate so high that the
boundary is still between frames. The diminishing returns are because the simulation's loop time
increases in time steps when the boundary is updated, so unnecessarily updating the boundary
with a static image needlessly slows the simulation.
A second drawback of the LBM is that it is currently only intended for moderate
Reynolds Number (Re) flows. The Re number of the simulation was increased to 1000 before the
simulation became unstable, however this is significantly lower than the Re of the device's
intended operating point at 75,000.
Re

=

p*U*Ibody
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It

The dynamic viscosity of the simulated fluid is "p."
After the simulation parameters were defined, the simulation was allowed to run for a
few periods so that any non-periodic transients could dampen out. Figure 77 shows a few frames
of a stable simulation.
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Same
Vortex

Figure 77: Frames of a stable simulation
The off-axis momentum of the flow profile is monitored to compare the flows of the
continuous and segmented bodies. This is done by calculating the average velocity of the flow in
the y-direction for part of the wake, as the average momentum only differs by the fluid density.
The top image in Figure 78 shows the region behind the body where the velocity was averaged.
The boundary is of arbitrary width and encompasses the top half of the simulation boundary. The
boundary is just behind the body so that the momentum is averaged before the fluid velocity is
significantly dampened. The lower image is a plot of the average y-velocity of the flow
encompassed by the boundary.
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Figure 78: Average y-directed velocity in the wake
The code used in this analysis is heavily based on example code from (39) and is given in
Appendix C. The simulation parameters are given in Table 14 of Appendix E. The expression in
Equation 76 suggests that each simulation time step corresponds to 1.675 * 10-s seconds. When
the simulation boundary is updated in accordance with this time step, the frequency of the von
Kairmain vortex sheet shed by the body is significant higher than the swimming frequency of the
boundary. This is not a physical solution because the vortices are created by the body and
therefore should have the same frequency. The cause of the observed discrepancy has not yet
been discovered, though the flow profile appeared more accurate when the period of the FHUV's
motion (1.1341 [sec]) was set equal to the period of the observed vortex sheet (710 [steps]),
resulting in 1.6 * 10-3 seconds per step. This experimentally found time step was used to
generate the above figures.
To complete the analysis, the simulation's resolution needs to be increased so that the
discrete links can be resolved in the simulated boundary. Because the simulation time increases
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with the resolution, the code may also be parallelized to run on a graphic card's multi-core GPU.
Additionally, the boundary condition on the body may be improved to something more physical
and the size of the simulation region could be increased so the walls don't interfere with the flow
field. After these changes, the simulation should yield stable results for a Re up to around 1,000.
This projected simulation could then be used to justify link lengths for the FHUV's operation at
low speeds. Different numerical methods may need to be explored for higher Re conditions.
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Appendix B
Elongated Body Theory (16) (26)
In Section 5.4, expressions for the thrust generated by the FHUV and the pressure on its
surface resulting from its motion in water are used to approximate the torque that must be
applied at each joint to maintain swimming. Here, these expressions are derived based on
Lighthill's elongated body theory.
Assuming small neutral axis deflections,

IMI

78

«1,

The y-directed velocity of a cross section of fluid adjacent to the fish shaped body is the
material derivative of h(x,t),
(d(x, t) =

Oh

Oh
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+ U * -.

The apparent mass (m(x)) of the adjacent fluid cross section at x is,
M(x)~

4

* P * 7r * p * s(x) 2 .
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With the velocity of the adjacent water slices and their apparent mass, the lateral force
exerted by the body on each slice can be found (Ly). This force equals the material derivative of
the fluid momentum, m * (o.

L/O

Ly=0

m(x)I

U*(

-)[()(h
O

Oh]
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+ U*-.j

With this force, we can write out the mechanical power the body imparts on the fluid
with its lateral motions.

f O

lbody

P (t) =

Oh

LY *-dx

0
fbody

(mo

-

m&z)

dx + Um*
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The time average of the first term in this expression is zero. The average power the body
transfers to the fluid is therefore,
P(t) = U * m(l

a
(Od
kbdlat
\.at

83

aX)'] X~lbody'

In another frame of reference, the power the body injects into the fluid can be represented
by,
P(t) = U * T + U2 * m * w

+

(m *

"

) a dx.
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The first term is the power into propelling the body in the direction of thrust (T). The
second term is the rate that kinetic energy is shed into lateral fluid motion (wasted energy). The
final term is the rate of change of kinetic energy ahead of the trailing edge. When taking the time
average of this expression, the final term goes to zero. The result is,
P(t) = U*

+ U[m

2

* 2]

1

.
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X= body

Combining Equations 84 and 85, the average thrust can be solved for.

at -2

86
WX=lbody
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Appendix C
Matlab Code
C.1 Main Code
%Program to estimate the torques required to drive a FHUV and solve for
%the most appropriate actuators.
%Written by Phillip H. Daniel
%August 3 2015
%% Animation of the Thunniform swimming kinematics
clc

clear all
%Parameters from Pablo's thesis describing Thunniform swimming kinematics
L_body=0.6811;%[m] Length of the fish, to the tip of the Caudal fin
sl=1.1;
s2=.02;
s3=.l;
s4=.3;
s5=.71;
cl=s2*L body;%[m]
c2=-2*s4*(s3-s2)/(1-2*s4);%Dimensionless
c3=(s3-s2)/((1-2*s4)*Lbody);%[l/m]
k=(2*pi)/(sl*Lbody); %[1/m] Wave number of swimming kinematics
omega=5.5401; %[rad/sec] Frequency of swimming kinematics
T=(2*pi/omega);%[sec] Period of motion
L_head=. 6169*Lbody; %[m] Length of the head
Ltail=L body-L head; %[m] Lenght of tail section
%Equation of the body position
delta t=.01;%[sec Time step for calculation and for the animation
x_length=(0:.01:L_body);%[m] Vector of positions along the length of the
%fish
t=0:delta t:T;%[sec] Vector of times for calculation
y matrix=zeros (length (t) , length (xlength) );%Matrix to hold body def lection
%coordinates
inc=1; %Counter
%Body deflection w.r.t. time
while inc <= length(x length)
x=xlength(inc) ;
y-body = ybody(x,t,cl,c2,c3,omega,k);
y-matrix(:, inc)=ybody';
inc=inc+l;
end
%Plot animated body position
figure('color','white');
ht = plot(x_length, y_matrix (1, :),'g');
title('Swim!!!','Color',[.6 0 0])
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hold on
plot(x length, cl+c2*xlength+c3*xlength.^2,'--r'); %Amplitude envelope
plot(x length, -(cl+c2*xlength+c3*x length.^2),'--r'); %Amplitude envelope
xlim([O Lbody]);
ylim([-Lbody/2 Lbody/2]);
for j=2:1:length(t)
y = y matrix(j,:);
'YData',y)
set(ht,
pause (deltat)
drawnow
end
%% Calculate segment angle w.r.t. swimming direction
x_joints=[0,L_head,Lbody*.7675,Lbody* 0.9181,...
L_body]; %Position of joints
x_cg=[(xjoints(l)+xjoints(2))/2 (xjoints(2)+xjoints(3))/2 (...
x_joints(3)+xjoints(4))/2 (xjoints(4)+xjoints(5))/2];%Position of
%the ceter of mass of each joint.
Length head=x joints(2); %[m] Segment 1 length (head)
Length 2=xjoints(3)-xjoints(2); %[m] Segment 2 length
Length_3=xjoints(4)-x_joints(3); %[m] Segment 3 length
Length_4=xjoints(5)-xjoints(4); %[m] Segment 4 length
Length=[Lengthhead,Length_2,Length_3,Length_4];%[m] Segment lengths
x_matrix=x length; %Matrix of x positions
y_matrixstart=y-matrix(:,l); %Vector of deflections at x=0
[row,column]=size(ymatrix);%Size of matrix to fill
N=4; %Number of rigid links, including the head
inc2=2; %Counter
%Global angle of segment 1
while inc2 <= row %Fill the x-position matrix
x matrix=[x matrix;xlength]; %Row vectors of x-coordinates
inc2=inc2+1;
end
inc2=2;
while inc2 <= column %Fill the y-position matrix of the head, at position
%x=0
y_matrixstart=[ymatrix start,ymatrix(:,l)]; %Column vectors of
%h(x=0) positions
inc2=inc2+1;
end

%[m] Magnitude
maglnew=sqrt(xmatrix.^2+(ymatrix-y matrixstart).^2);
%of all the lines from the anterior of segment one to each coordinate down
%the posterior lenght of the fish
[thetal,xl,yl,index]=Thetal(magl new,Length(l),xlength,ymatrix,...
x joints,t,cl,c2,c3,omega,k);%The parameters of the lines with from
%"magl new" with a magnitude closest to SL
x coordinate of posterior joint of this segment. Row
x_rigid=xl; %[m]
%vectors define trajectory over time
y coordinate of posterior joint of this segment. Row
y_rigid=yl; %[m]
%vectors define trajectory over time
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theta rigid=thetal'; %[rad] Vector tracking the angle of each link with
%respect to the x-axis. Column vectors define global link angle over time
%Global angle of segments posterior to segment 1
for n=2:N
inc2=2;
xl matrix=xrigid(:,n-1); %Matrix of startpoint positions
while inc2 <= column %Fill the startpoint x matrix
xlmatrix=[xlmatrix x_rigid(:,n-1)];
inc2=inc2+1;
end
inc2=2;
yl matrix=y rigid(:,n-1); %Matrix of startpoint positions
while inc2 <= column %Fill the startpoint matrix
ylmatrix=[ylmatrix y_rigid(:,n-1)]; %Fill the position matrix
inc2=inc2+1;
end
magN=sqrt((xmatrix-xlmatrix).^2+(y matrix-yl matrix).^2);
[xN,yN,indexN]=ThetaN(magN,Length(n),x length,y matrix,index,...
x rigid(:,n-1),yrigid(:,n-1));
index=indexN;
x rigid=[x rigid xNl;
y_rigid=[y rigid yN];
thetaN=asin( (ybody(xjoints (n+1) ,t,cl, c2, c3, omega, k) -ybody...
(x joints(n),t,ci,c2,c3,omega,k))/Length(n));
theta rigid=[theta rigid thetaN']; %[rad] Global angular trajectory of
%all the segments
end
startpoint=zeros(length(y rigid(:,l)),l);
startpoint_yrigidPablo=y-matrix(:,l);
yrigid=[startpointy_rigidPablo yrigid];%[m] Coordinates of all joint
%over time
x_rigid=[startpoint x-rigid];%[m] Coordinates of all joint over time
%% Plot animated body position with tail foil angle
figure('color','white');
ht = plot(x_length,y matrix(l,:),'--g');
title('Animated body position with segments overlayed','Color',[.6
xlabel('Position (m)');
ylabel('Deflection (m)');
axis equal
hold on
axis manual
hold on
hd=plot(xrigid(1,:),yrigid(1,:),'-r');

0 0])

%Animate the plot
for j=2:1:length(t)
set(hd,'YData',y rigid(j,:));
set(ht,'YData',y matrix(j,:));
pause(delta t);
drawnow;
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end
%% Plot of angle (w.r.t. x-axis), angular velocity, and angular
%acceleration of the segments
[thetadothead,numh,denh ]=thetadothead(cl,c2,c3,t,omega,...
x joints(2),k);%Angular speed [rad/sec]
thetadotdothead=thetadotdothead( numh,denh,cl,c2,c3,t,omega,...
x_joints(2),k); %[rad/sec^2]
[thetadotlink2,num,den]=thetadot( xjoints(2),xjoints(3),cl,c2,c3,...
t,omega,k);%Angular speed [rad/sec]
thetadotdotlink2=thetadotdot( num,den,cl,c2,c3,t,omega,x joints(2),...
x_joints(3),k);%[rad/sec^2]

[theta dot link3,num,den] =theta dot( xjoints(3),x joints(4),cl,c2,...
c3,t,omega,k);%Angular speed [rad/sec]
(3) ...
num,den,cl,c2, c3,t,omega,x joints
thetadotdotlink3=thetadotdot(
,x_joints(4),k);%[rad/sec^2]
[thetadottail,num,den ]=thetadot( xjoints(4),xjoints(5),cl,c2,...
c3,t,omega,k);%Angular speed [rad/sec]
theta dotdot tail=thetadotdot( num,den,cl,c2,c3,t,omega,x joints(4)...
,xjoints(5),k);%[rad/sec^2]
%Angle plotted from what was calculated above
figure
hold on
[a,b]=max(theta rigid(:,l));
plot (t, (180/pi) *theta-rigid(:,1)
,'--',t
(b) , (180/pi) *a, '+g')
axis tight;
%
xlabel('Link 1 (Angle [deg])')
title('Link l')
grid on

%

plot(t, (180/pi)*thetadothead,'r');
axis tight;
xlabel('Link 1 (Angular Speed [deg/sec])')
grid on

plot(t, (180/pi)*thetadotdothead,':m');
axis tight;
grid on;
%
xlabel('Link 1 (Angular Acceleration [deg/sec^2])')
legend('Pos','Peak','Vel','Acc')
figure
hold on
[a,b]=max(theta rigid(:,2));
plot (t, (180/pi) *theta-rigid(:,2),
axis tight;
xlabel('Link 2 (Angle [deg])')
title('Link 2')
grid on

'--',t(b)

, (180/pi) *a,'V+g')

plot(t, (180/pi)*thetadot link2,'r');
axis tight;
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xlabel('Link

2

......

(Angular Speed [deg/sec])')

grid on
plot (t, (180/pi) *thetadotdotlink2,':M')
axis tight;
grid on;
2 (Angular Acceleration
xlabel('Link
legend('Pos','Peak','Vel','Acc')

[deg/sec^2])')

figure
hold on
[a,b]=max(theta rigid(:,3));
(180/pi)*theta-rigid(:,3),'1--',t(b)
plot(t,
axis tight;
3 (Angle [deg])')
xlabel('Link
title('Link 3')
grid on

, (180/pi)*a,'I+g');

'r');
(180/pi)*thetadotlink3,
plot(t,
axis tight;
xlabel('Link 3 (Angular Speed [deg/sec])')
grid on
plot(t, (180/pi)*thetadotdotlink3,':m');
axis tight;
grid on;
xlabel('Link 3 (Angular Acceleration [deg/sec^2])')
legend('Pos','Peak','Vel','Acc')
figure
hold on
[a,b]=max(theta rigid(:,4));
plot (t, (180/pi) *theta-rigid(:4)
axis tight;
xlabel('Link 4 (Angle [deg])')
title('Link 4')
grid on

,'-'t(b)

, (180/pi) *a,'I+g')

plot(t, (180/pi)*thetadottail, 'r');
axis tight;
xlabel('Link 4 (Angular Speed [deg/sec])')
grid on
plot(t, (180/pi)*thetadotdottail,':m');
axis tight;
grid on;
xlabel('Link 4 (Angular Acceleration [deg/sec^2l)')
legend('Pos','Peak','Vel','Acc')
%% Linear reaction pressure of water on fish body
U=s5*Lbody*(omega/(2*pi)); %[m/s] Average velocity of fish
S=0.0979*Lbody; %[m] Average span
p fluid=1000; %[kg/m^3] Density of water
beta=l; %Geometric constant, approximatly 1
added m=m(beta,S,p fluid); %[kg] Added mass
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Lymatrix=zeros(length(t),length(x length));%Matrix to hold body
%reaction forces
inc=l; %Counter
while inc <= length(xlength) %Create and store body reaction
%forces to water wrt time
x=xlength(inc);
h=ybody(x,t,c1,c2,c3,omega,k);
LyReactionForce = Ly( h,omega,k,x,added_m,Ut,cl,c2,c3 );
Ly matrix(:,inc)=LyReactionForce'; %(N/m] Linear pressure
inc=inc+l;
end
%% Plot animated reaction pressure of water
figure('color','white');
subplot(2,1,2);
hf = plot(xlength,Ly-matrix(length(t),:),'g');
hold on
title('Reaction Pressure on Body')
ylabel('Linear Pressure [N/m]')
xlabel('Position')
xlim([O Lbody]);
ylim([-3 3]);

subplot (2,1,1);
ht = plot(xlength,y-matrix(1,:),'--g');
hold on
title('Body Deflection')
ylabel ('Deflection [m]')
axis manual
ylim([-.06 .06]);
hold on
hd=plot(xrigid(1,:),y_rigid(1,:),'-r');
for j=2:1:length(t)
set(hd,'YData',yrigid(j,:));
F = Ly matrix(j,:);

set(hf, 'YData',F)
set(ht,'YData',ymatrix(j,:));
pause(delta t);
drawnow;
end

)

)

)

%% Reaction force on body from water, along y-direction
%Reaction force on links from water. Formed by integrating over the length
%of each segment.
IntegralLyLinkl = Integral_Ly( cl,c2,c3,omega,added m,k,...
x_joints(2),xjoints(l),U,t
IntegralLyLink2 = Integral_Ly( clc2,c3,omega,addedmk,...
x_joints(3),x_joints(2),U,t
IntegralLyLink3 = Integral_Ly( cl,c2,c3,omega,addedm,k,...
x_joints(4),xjoints(3),U,t
Integral Ly Link4 = Integral_Ly( c1,c2,c3,omega,addedm,k,...
x_joints(5),xjoints(4),U,t
)

.
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%% Plot of reaction force on body from water, along y-direction
figure
subplot (4,1,1)
plot(t,IntegralLyLinkl)
axis tight
title('Link 1')
subplot (4,1,2)
plot(t,IntegralLyLink2)
axis tight
title('Link 2')
subplot (4,1,3)
plot(t,IntegralLyLink3)
axis tight
title('Link 3')
subplot (4,1,4)
plot(t,IntegralLy_Link4)
axis tight
title('Link 4')
of
%% Reaction moment on joints from water, wrt to each link's center
center.
geometric
it's
at
is
cg
link's
each
%gravity. Assuming that
rxn mmtlink2 = IntegralLyX( cl,c2,c3,omega,addedm,k,...
x_joints(3), xjoints(2),U,t,xcg(2));%
rxn_mmt_link3 = IntegralLyX( cl,c2,c3,omega,addedm,k,...
x_joints(4), xjoints(3),U,t,xcg(3));%
rxn_mmt_link4 = IntegralLyX( cl,c2,c3,omega,addedm,k,...
x_joints(5), x-joints(4),U,t,xcg(4));%
figure
subplot (3,1,1)
plot(t,rxn_mmt_link2)
title(['Link 2 - ','Peak Moment','=',num2str(...
max(rxn_mmt_link2)),' [N*M]'])
axis tight
subplot (3,1,2)
plot(t,rxn mmt link3)
title(['Link 3 - ','Peak Moment','=',num2str(...
max(rxn_mmt_link3)),' [N*M]'])
axis tight
subplot (3,1,3)
plot(t,rxn_mmt_link4)
title(['Link 4 - ','Peak Moment','=',num2str(...
max(rxn mmt link4)),' [N*M]'])
axis tight
%% Acceleration in the y direction of each link's center of gravity
aycg-head= acceleration_y-directionhead( omega,cl,c2,c3,...
x cg(l),k,t,xjoints(l),xjoints(2));
aycg2=acceleration_y direction( xjoints(2),x joints(3),...
x cg(2),t,cl,c2,c3,omega,k);
aycg3=acceleration_ydirection( xjoints(3),xjoints(4),...
x_cg(3),t,cl,c2,c3,omega,k);
aycg4=acceleration_ydirection( x joints(4),xjoints(5),...
x_cg(4),t,cl,c2,c3,omega,k);
of gravity
%% Plot of acceleration in the y direction of each link's center
figure
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subplot (4,1,1)
plot(t,aycghead)
title(['Link 1 - ','Peak Y Acc','=',num2str(max(ay cg_head))...
[M/sec^2]'I)
,'
axis tight
subplot (4,1,2)
plot(t,aycg2)
title(['Link 2 - ','Peak Y Acc','=',num2str(max(aycg2)),...
' [M/sec^2]'])
axis tight
subplot (4,1,3)
plot (t, aycg3)
title(['Link 3 - ','Peak Y Acc','=',num2str(max(ay_cg3)),...
' [M/sec^2]'])
axis tight
subplot (4,1,4)
plot(t,ay cg4)
title(['Link 4 - ','Peak Y Acc','=',num2str(max(ay_cg4)),...
'

[M/sec^2]I])

axis tight
%% Estimated thrust genertated by the tail of a fish. Swiming
%towards negative infinity, so thrust is negative.
F_thrust=Thrust( cl,c2,c3,omega,xjoints(5),t,addedm,k)'; %Thrust [N]
%% Plot of estimated thrust genertated by the tail of a fish.
figure
plot(t,Fthrust); %The value is negative because the fish is
%swimming to the left, and right is defined as positive.
[sec]');
xlabel('Time
ylabel('Thrust [N]');
title('Thrust Generated by the Body');
%% Joint torque profiles
%Constants
m head=9.66*(L body/.9081)^3;%Mass of the head [kg]
m 2=1.12*(L body/.9081)^3;%Mass of the link 2 [kg]
m 3=.35*(L body/.9081)^3;%Mass of the link 3 [kg]
m tail=.04*(L body/.9081)^3; %Mass of the link 4 [kg]
mass=[mhead,m_2,m_3,mtail]; %Mass matrix [kg]
Ianthead=.83; %Moment of inertial wrt cg [kg*m^2]
Iant 1=.001331;%Moment of inertial wrt cg [kg*mA2]
Iant 2=.000346;%Moment of inertial wrt cg [kg*m^2]
Iant tail=l.le-5;%Moment of inertial wrt cg [kg*mA2]
I=[Iant head,Iant_1,Iant_2,Ianttail];%Moment of inertial matrix
%w.r.t. each links center of gravity [kg*m^2]
k stiff jl=0.174;%Blade flexure's rotational stiffness [N*m/rad]
k stiff j2=0.174;%Blade flexure's rotational stiffness [N*m/rad]
k stiff j3=0.087;%Blade flexure's rotational stiffness [N*m/rad]
k stiff=[k stiff jl,k_stiffj2,kstiff j3]; %Stiffness
%matrix [N*m/rad]
wl acc=-(theta dotdothead-theta dotdot link2); %Joint 1 acc (rad/sec)
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w2_acc=-(thetadotdotlink2-thetadotdotlink3);%Joint 2 acc (rad/sec)
w3_acc=-(thetadotdotlink3-thetadotdottail);%Joint 3 acc (rad/sec)
wl=-(thetadothead-thetadot link2); %Joint 1 vel (rad/sec)
w2=-(thetadotlink2-thetadotlink3);%Joint 2 vel acc (rad/sec)
w3=-(thetadotlink3-thetadottail);%Joint 3 vel (rad/sec)
thetal=-'(thetarigid(:,l)-thetarigid(:,2));%Joint 1 pos (rad)
theta2=-(theta rigid(:,2)-thetarigid(:,3));%Joint 1 pos (rad)
theta3=-(thetarigid(:,3)-thetarigid(:,4));%Joint 1 pos (rad)
% Equations
%Link 4/Joint 3
R x3=F thrust;
R_y3=Rxn_y_3( xjoints(4),xjoints(5),xcg(4),t,cl,...
c2,c3,omega,k,addedm,U,mass(4))'; %[N]
T_k_tail=Torque_k( thetarigid(:,3),thetarigid(:,4),...
k_stiff(3)); %[N]
M_3=I(4)*thetadotdottail'-(Length(4)/2)*...
sin(thetarigid(:,4)).*(Rx3+Fthrust)+Ry3*...
(Length(4)/2).*cos(thetarigid(:,4))+T_k_tail-...
rxn mmt link4';%Actuator torque, at the output of
%the gearbox and pulley
rms_M_3=rms(M_3);
figure
plot(t,M_3);
title('Actuator Torque Profile for Link 4');
grid on
xlabel('Time');
ylabel('Torque (N*M)');
%Link 3/Joint 2
Ry2=Rxn_y_2( xjoints(3),x joints(4),xcg(3),t,cl,c2,c3...
,omega,k,addedm,U,mass(3),Ry3)'; %[N]
R x2=Rx3;
T-k_2=Torque k( thetarigid(:,2),theta rigid(:,3),...
%[N]
k stiff(2));
M_2=I(3)*thetadotdotlink3'-(Length(3)/2)*(...
sin(thetarigid(:,3)).*(Rx2+Rx3)-cos(theta rigid...
(:,3)).*(R_y3+R_y2))-T_ktail+T_k_2-rxn_mmt link3';%Actuator
%torque, at the output of the gearbox and pulley
figure
plot(t,M_2);
title('Actuator Torque Profile for Link 3');
grid on
xlabel('Time');
ylabel('Torque (N*M)');
%Link 2/Joint 1
T-kl=Torque k( thetarigid(:,l),theta rigid(:,2),...
%[N]
k_stiff(1));
R_xl=Rx2;
R_yl=Rxny_l( x_joints(2),x_joints(3),x_cg(2),t,cl,c2,c3,...
omega,k,addedm,U,mass(2),Ry2)'; %[N]
M_1=I(2)*thetadotdotlink2'-(Length(2)/2)*(sin(...
thetarigid(:,2)).*(R_xl+Rx2)-cos(thetarigid...
(:,2)).*(R_yl+R_y2))-T_k 2+T_k 1-rxn_mmt_link2';%Actuator
%torque, at the output of the gearbox and pulley
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figure
plot(t,M_1);
title('Actuator Torque Profile for Link 2');
grid on
xlabel('Time');
ylabel('Torque

(N*M)');

%Plot of all
figure
plot(t,M_1,'--r',t,M_2,':k',t,M_3);
legend('Segment 2','Segment 3','Segment 4');
title('Joint Torque Profiles');
xlabel('Time [sec]');
ylabel('Torque [N*m]');
%% Actuator torque for each motor and gearbox pairing
GearboxData=xlsread('MaxomMotorParamentersAndGearingParameters'...
,1,'Kll:P20'); %Import the gearbox parameters
[rowGearboxData,columnGearboxData]=size(GearboxData);
GearRatio=GearboxData(:,l);
TorqueRating=GearboxData(:,2); %[N*m]
Gearbox Inertia=GearboxData(:,3);%[kg*m^2]
Stages=GearboxData(:,4);%Number of stages in the gearbox
MaxGearboxEffeciency=GearboxData(:,5); %Maximum effeciency of
%the gearbox
GearboxPartNumber=GearboxData(:,6);
MotorData=xlsread('MaxomMotorParamentersAndGearingParameters' ...
,1,'Cll:I1l8');%Import the motor parameters
[rowMotorData,columnMotorData]=size(MotorData);
MotorInertia=MotorData(:,1) ;%[kg*m^2]
MotorResistance=MotorData(:,2);%[ohms]
MotorTorqueConstant=MotorData(:,3);%[N*m/amp]
RatedUngearedTorque=MotorData(:,4);%[N*m]
MaxUngeared_Torque=MotorData(:,5);%[N*m]
MaxMotorAngularVelocity=MotorData(:,6);%[rad/sec]
MotorPartNumber=MotorData(:,7);
PulleyRatio=[4.76;2.498; 1]; %Gear ratio from
%the drive pulleys of each joint
T_act_1_matrix=zeros(length(t),rowGearboxData*...
rowMotorData);%Initialize the matrix that records the
%segment inertias, including the reflected actuator inertias, for joi nt 1
T_act_2_matrix=zeros(length(t),rowGearboxData*...
rowMotorData);%Initialize the matrix that records the
%segment inertias, including the reflected actuator inertias, for joi nt 1
T_act_3_matrix=zeros(length(t),rowGearboxData*...
rowMotorData);%Initialize the matrix that records the
%segment inertias, including the reflected actuator inertias, for joi nt 1
index=l;
for i=l:rowMotorData %For each motor
for j=l:row Gearbox Data %For each gearbox
T_actl=(MotorInertia(i)+GearboxInertia(j))*wlacc'*...
PulleyRatio(l)*GearRatio(j)+M_1/(PulleyRatio(l)...
*GearRatio(j)); %Actuator torque for joint one, for
%each motor gearbox combination.
T_act_1_matrix(:,index)=Tact_1;
T act_2=(MotorInertia-(i)+GearboxInertia(j))*w2_acc'*...
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PulleyRatio(2)*GearRatio(j)+M_2/(PulleyRatio(2)* ...
GearRatio(j)); %Actuator torque for joint two, for
%each motor gearbox combination.
T_act_2_matrix(:,index)=Tact_2;
T_act_3=(MotorInertia(i)+GearboxInertia(j))*w3_accl*...
PulleyRatio(3)*GearRatio(j)+M_3/(PulleyRatio(3)*...
Gear Ratio(j)); %Actuator torque for joint three, for
%each motor gearbox combination.
T_act_3_matrix(:,index)=Tact_3;
index=index+1;
end
end
%% Energy per period for each actuator combination
Jointl_P_Dlmatrix=zeros(length(t),rowGearboxData*...

rowMotorData);
Jointl_P_D2_matrix=zeros(length(t),rowGearboxData*...
rowMotorData);
Jointl_P_D3_matrix=zeros(length(t),rowGearboxData*...
rowMotorData);
Jointl

P 1 matrix=zeros(length(t),rowGearboxData*...

rowMotorData);
Joint2_PDlmatrix=zeros(length(t),rowGearboxData*...

rowMotorData);
Joint2_P_D2_matrix=zeros(length(t),rowGearboxData*...
rowMotorData);
Joint2 P D3 matrix=zeros(length(t),rowGearboxData*...
rowMotorData);
Joint2_P_1_matrix=zeros(length(t),rowGearboxData*...

rowMotorData);
Joint3_P_Dlmatrix=zeros(length(t),rowGearboxData*...
rowMotorData);
Joint3 P D2 matrix=zeros(length(t),rowGearboxData*...
rowMotorData);
Joint3_PD3_matrix=zeros(length(t),rowGearboxData*...
rowMotorData);
Joint3_P_1_matrix=zeros(length(t),rowGearboxData*...
rowMotorData);

ControllerEff=.95;%Escon 50/5 motor controller's peak effeciency
index=l;
combo=zeros(2,rowGearboxData*rowMotorData);%Top row
%is the part number of the motor and and second row is
%the part number of the gearbox. The columns correspond
%with the energy per cycle calculation.
for i=l:rowMotorData %For each motor
for j=l:rowGearboxData %For each gearbox
%Joint

1

power_1_motordissipation=((Tact_1_matrix(:,index)/...
MotorTorque_Constant(i)).^2)...*MotorResistance(i);

power_1_mechanicalpower=PulleyRatio (1) *Gear Ratio (j) ...
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*wlI.*Tact_1_matrix(:,index); %mechanical power out of each
motor
P D2=power_1_motordissipation';
P

4=M 1'.*wl;

P_3=power_1_mechanical_power;
P_2=power_1_mechanicalpower+power_1_motor dissipation;
P 1=P 2;
P_D1=abs(P_2).*(1-ControllerEff);
positivepowerindecees=find(P_4>=0); %Indecees to use
%the positive mechanical power relations
negativepower indecees=find(P_4<0); %Indecees to use the
%negative mechanical power relations
%Positive mechanical power relations
P_D3_positive(positivepowerindecees)=(l-...
MaxGearboxEffeciency(j))*P_3(positivepowerindecees);
%Negative mechanical power relations
P_D3_negative(negativepowerindecees)=-(l-...
MaxGearboxEffeciency(j))*P_4(negativepower indecees);
%Combine for full traces
P_D3(positive powerindecees)=PD3_positive(positivepowerindecees);
P_D3(negative powerindecees)=PD3_negative(negative_powerindecees);

P l(find(P_1>=0))=Pl(find(P_1>=0))/(ControllerEff*MaxGearboxEffeciency(j)

P l(find(P_1<0))=P_1(find(P_1<0))*(ControllerEff*MaxGearboxEffeciency(j));
Jointl_P_Dlmatrix(:,index)=P_Dl';
Jointi_P_D2_matrix(:,index)=PD2';
JointiPD3_matrix(:,index)=PD3';
Jointl_P_1_matrix(:,index)=P_1';
%Joint 2
power 1_motordissipation=((Tact_2_matrix(:,index)/MotorTorqueConstant(i))
.^2)*MotorResistance(i);
power_1_mechanicalpower=PulleyRatio(2)*GearRatio(j)*w2'.*T act_2_matrix(:,
index); %mechanical power out of each motor
P_D2=power_1_motordissipation';
P 4=M 1'.*wl;
P_3=power_1_mechanicalpower;
P_2=power_1_mechanicalpower+power_1_motor dissipation;
P 1=P 2;
PDl=abs(P_2).*(1-ControllerEff);
positivepowerindecees=find(P_4>=0); %Indecees to use the
positive mechanical power relations
negativepowerindecees=find(P_4<0); %Indecees to use the
negative mechanical power relations
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%Positive mechanical power relations
P_D3_positive(positivepowerindecees)=(lMaxGearboxEffeciency(j))*P_3(positivepowerindecees);
%Negative mechanical power relations
P_D3_negative(negativepowerindecees)=-(lMaxGearboxEffeciency(j))*P_4(negativepowerindecees);
%Combine for full traces
P_D3(positivepowerindecees)=PD3_positive(positive powerindecees);
P_D3(negative power indecees)=PD3_negative(negative powerindecees);

P l(find(P 1>=O))=P_1(find(P

1>=0))/(ControllerEff*MaxGearboxEffeciency(j)

Pl(find(P_1<0))=Pl(find(P_1<0))*(ControllerEff*MaxGearboxEffeciency(j));
Joint2_P_D1_matrix(:,index)=P_Dl';
Joint2_P_D2_matrix(:,index)=PD2';
Joint2 P D3 matrix(:,index)=PD3';

Joint2_P_1_matrix(:,index)=P_1';
%Joint 3
power 1_motordissipation=((Tact_3_matrix(:,index)/MotorTorqueConstant(i))
.^2)*MotorResistance(i);
power 1 mechanicalpower=PulleyRatio(3) *GearRatio (j) *w3' .*Tact_3_matrix(:,
index); %mechanical power out of each motor
P D2=power_1_motordissipation';
P 4=M 1'.*wl;
P_3=power_1_mechanicalpower;
P_2=power_1_mechanicalpower+power_1_motor dissipation;
P 1=P 2;

PD1=abs(P_2).*(1-ControllerEff);
positivepowerindecees=find(P_4>=0); %Indecees to use the
positive mechanical power relations
negativepowerindecees=find(P_4<0); %Indecees to use the
negative mechanical power relations
%Positive mechanical power relations
P_D3_positive(positivepowerindecees)=(lMaxGearboxEffeciency(j))*P_3(positivepowerindecees);
%Negative mechanical power relations
P_D3_negative(negative_powerindecees)=-(1MaxGearboxEffeciency(j) ) *P4 (negative_powerindecees);
%Combine for full traces
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PD3(positivepower_indecees)=PD3_positive(positive powerindecees);
PD3(negative powerindecees)=PD3_negative(negativepowerindecees);

P 1(find(P_1>=O))=P_1(find(P_1>=O))/(ControllerEff*MaxGearboxEffeciency(j)

P_1(find(P_1<0))=P_1(find(P_1<0))*(ControllerEff*MaxGearboxEffeciency(j));
Joint3_P_Dlmatrix(:,index)=P_D1';
Joint3_P_D2_matrix(:,index)=PD2';
Joint3_P_D3_matrix(:,index)=PD3';
Joint3_P_1_matrix(:,index)=P_1';
combo(1,index)=Motor Part Number(i);
combo(2,index)=GearboxPartNumber(j);
index=index+l;

end
end
Energy_1=delta t*sum(JointlP_1_matrix);%The energy dissipated over a cycle
Energy_2=deltat*sum(Joint2_P_1_matrix);%The energy dissipated over a cycle
Energy_3=deltat*sum(Joint3_P_1_matrix);%The energy dissipated over a cycle
%% Optimal Gear Ratios and motors
optimal 1=find(Energyl==min(Energy_1));
%optimal pairing
motor 1=combo(l,optimal 1)
gearbox_1=combo(2,optimal_1)

%This is the "index" of the

optimal 2=find(Energy_2==min(Energy_2));%This is the "index" of the
%optimal pairing
motor_2=combo(1,optimal_2)
gearbox_2=combo(2,optimal_2)
optimal 3=find(Energy_3==min(Energy_3));%This
%optimal pairing
motor_3=combo(l,optimal_3)
gearbox_3=combo(2,optimal_3)

is the "index" of the

%% Electric power
%Electric power into each joint for the optimal pairing
purchased=11; %Index of the purchased motor and gearbox combination
a=Jointl_P_1_matrix(:,optimal 1)';
b=Joint2_P_1_matrix(:,optimal_2)';
c=Joint3_P_1_matrix(:,optimal_3)';
%Electric power into each joint for the purchased pairing
d=Jointl_P_1_matrix(:,purchased)';
e=Joint2_P_1_matrix(:,purchased)';
f=Joint3_P_1_matrix(:,purchased)';
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%% Plot of electric power into each joint (6 traces, 1 plot)
figure
plot(t,a,'-k',t,b,':k',t,c,'--k',t,d,'-g',t,e,':g',t,f,'--g');
title('Power

into each joint');

legend('Optimal Joint l','Optimal Joint 2','Optimal Joint 3',...
'Purchased Joint 1','Purchased Joint 2', 'Purchased Joint 3');
axis tight
[sec] ')
xlabel('Time
ylabel('Power

[Watts]')

%% Controller Dissipation
a=Jointl_P_Dlmatrix(:,optimal_1);
b=Joint2_P_Dlmatrix(:,optimal_2);
c=Joint3 P Dl matrix(:,optimal_3);
d=Jointl_P_D1_matrix(:,purchased);
e=Joint2_P_Dlmatrix(:,purchased);
f=Joint3_P_Dlmatrix(:,purchased);
% Average dissipation
mean([a, b,c,d,e, f)
%% Plot of electric
figure

power dissipated by controllers

(6

traces,

1 plot)

plot(t,a,'-k',t,b,':k',t,c,'--k',t,d,'-g',t,e,':g',t,f,'--g');

title('Power dissipated by each controller');
legend('Optimal Joint l','Optimal Joint 2','Optimal Joint 3',...
'Purchased Joint 1','Purchased Joint 2','Purchased Joint 3');
axis tight
xlabel('Time [sec]')
ylabel('Power [Watts]')
%% Motor I squared R Dissipation
a=Jointl_P_D2_matrix(:,optimal_1);
b=Joint2_P_D2_matrix(:,optimal_2);
c=Joint3_P_D2_matrix(:,optimal_3);
d=Jointl P D2_matrix(:,purchased);
e=Joint2_P_D2_matrix(:,purchased);
f=Joint3_PD2_matrix(:,purchased);
% Average dissipation
mean ([a,b,c,d,e,f])
%% Plot of electric power dissipated by motor resistive loss (6 traces,
plot)
figure
'--k',t,d,'I-g',t,e,'I:g',t,f,'1--g')
plot (t, a,'I-k',t,b,'I:k',t,c,
title('Power dissipated by each motor through resistive loss'
legend('Optimal Joint l','Optimal Joint 2','Optimal Joint 3',
'Purchased Joint 1','Purchased Joint 2','Purchased Joint 3');
axis tight
xlabel('Time [sec]')
ylabel('Power

1

[Watts]')

%% Motor Gearbox Dissipation
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a=Jointl_P_D3_matrix(:,optimal_1);
b=Joint2_P_D3_matrix(:,optimal_2);
c=Joint3_P_D3_matrix(:,optimal_3);
d=Jointl_P_D3_matrix(:,purchased);
e=Joint2_P_D3_matrix(:,purchased);
f=Joint3_P_D3_matrix(:,purchased);
% Average dissipation
mean([a,b,c,d,e,f])
%% Plot of electric power dissipated by gearboxes
figure

(6 traces,

1 plot)

plot(t,a,'-k',t,b,':k',t,c,'--k',t,d,'-g',t,e,':g',t,f,'--g');

title('Power dissipated by each gearbox');
legend('Optimal Joint l','Optimal Joint 2','Optimal Joint 3',...
'Purchased Joint 1', 'Purchased Joint 2', 'Purchased Joint 3');
axis tight
xlabel('Time [sec]')
ylabel('Power [Watts]')

%% Energy into each joint
a=Energyl(optimal_1); %Energy for optimal pairing
b=Energy_2(optimal_2);
c=Energy_3(optimal_3);
d=Energyl(purchased); %Energy for purchased pairing
e=Energy_2(purchased);
f=Energy_3(purchased);
(6 traces, 1 plot)
energy into each joint
%% Plot of electric
figure
bargraph=[a,b,c;d,e,f];
g=bar(bargraph);
3');
2','Joint
legend('Joint l','Joint
set(gca,'XTickLabel',{'Optimal Actuators', 'Purchased Actuators'})
into by each joint [Joules]');
title('Energy
%% Actuator torque
%Actuator torque at each joint for the optimal and purchased motor
a=T act_1_matrix(:,optimal_1)';
b=T act_2_matrix(:,optimal_2)';
c=T act_3_matrix(:,optimal_3)';
%Electric power into each joint for the purchased pairing
d=T act lmatrix(:,purchased)';
e=T act_2_matrix(:,purchased)';
f=Tact_3_matrix(:,purchased)';
%% Plot of torque at each joint for the optimal and purchased motor,along
%side the rated motor torque (12 traces, 1 plot)
figure
plot(t,a,'1-k',t,b,

':k',t,c,'1--k',,td,'1-g',t,e,'I:g',t,f,'1--g');

title('Torque at each motor shaft');
legend('Optimal Joint 1','Optimal Joint 2','Optimal Joint 3',...
'Purchased Joint l','Purchased Joint 2','Purchased Joint 3');
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axis tight
[sec]')
xlabel('Time
[N*m]')
('Torque
ylabel

%% Comparison of the ratio of strains. Peak strain from reaction force
%compared to strain of a constant curvature beam
%Joint 1
1=.0127;% [m] Exposed lenght of flexure
g=.000254;% [m] Thickness of flexure
h=2*.0127;% [m] Height of flexure
E=180*10^9;%[N/m^2] Modulous of elasticity of spring steel
MaxStrainReactionForcel=max(12*g*l*abs(Ryl)/(2*E*h*g^3));%Strain
tip force

from

MaxStrainCurvaturel=max(g*abs(thetal)/(2*1));%Strain from curvature

%Joint 2
1=.0127;% [m] Exposed lenght of flexure
g=.000254;% [m] Thickness of flexure
h=2*.0127;% [m] Height of flexure
MaxStrainReactionForce_2=max(12*g*l*abs(R-y2)/(2*E*h*g^3));%Strain from
tip force
/ (2*1)) ;%Strain from curvature
MaxStrainCurvature_2=max (g*abs (theta2)

%Joint

3

1=.0127;% [m] Exposed lenght of flexure
g=.000254;% [m] Thickness of flexure
h=.0127;% [m] Height of flexure
MaxStrainReactionForce_3=max(12*g*l*abs(Ry3)/(2*E*h*gA3));%Strain from
tip force
MaxStrainCurvature_3=max(g*abs(theta3)/(2*1)) ;%Strain from curvature
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% This program is a modification of code that was originally implemented by
% Jonas Latt. Part of the original citation is included below.
00

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

% cylinder.m:
%

Channel flow past a cylinderical
obstacle, using a LB method

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%
%
%
%
%
%

Lattice Boltzmann sample in Matlab
Copyright (C) 2006-2008 Jonas Latt
Address: EPFL, 1015 Lausanne, Switzerland
E-mail: jonas@lbmethod.org
Get the most recent version of this file on LBMethod.org:
http://www.lbmethod.org/_media/numerics:cylinder.m

% Original implementaion of Zou/He boundary condition by
% Adriano Sciacovelli (see example "cavity.m")
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%% In this version, I replace empty sites with equal probability "f" at all 9
speeds.
%% In this version I also begin to analyze the flow
clc

clear all
%Lab computer or laptop???
SimulationDirectoryDestination labcomputer='C:\Users\Lab\Dropbox\Personal
Documents\CurrentExperiences\l8.086\FinalProject\CodeV5\Run_3\images\';

Image_Directory_Destinationlabcomputer='C:\Users\Lab\Dropbox\Personal
Documents\CurrentExperiences\18.086\FinalProject\MotionProfile\Media\TestAn
imation_2\Frames_As_Bitmaps_2\Binary\';
Simulation DirectoryDestinationlaptop='C:\Users\WebcheckMIT\Desktop\Dropbox
\Personal

Documents\CurrentExperiences\18.086\FinalProject\CodeV5\Run_3\images\';
ImageDirectory_Destinationlaptop='C:\Users\WebcheckMIT\Desktop\Dropbox\Pers
onal
Documents\CurrentExperiences\18.086\FinalProject\MotionProfile\Media\TestAn
imation_2\Frames_As_Bitmaps_2\Binary\';
SimulationDirectoryDestination=SimulationDirectoryDestinationlabcomputer
ImageDirectoryDestination=ImageDirectoryDestinationlabcomputer;

% Insirt fish into the simulation as the geometry (Will next figure out how
to make the boundary dynamic)
img=l;
BW=imread(strcat(ImageDirectoryDestination,num2str(img),'.jpg'));
[height,width]=size(BW);
% GENERAL FLOW CONSTANTS

% number of cells in x-direction. Because the
= width*20/4;
lx
radious was a forty-ith the width.
% number of cells in y-direction. Because the radious
= height*5;
ly
was a tenth the height.
obstx =

uMax
Re

lx/5+1;

= 0.2;
= 1000;

% position of the cylinder;

(exact

% maximum velocity of Poiseuille inflow
% Reynolds number
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% Average

% uMax=(Re*10^-6)/width;

nu
omega
maxT
tPlot
change

velocity

% kinematic viscosity
uMax * width / Re;
% relaxation parameter
1. / (3*nu+l./2.);
% total number of iterations
2195;
%Number of cycles between plots
10;%(2.7370e+07)/3;
% cycles till I iterate boundary
1;

=
=
=
=
=

% D2Q9 LATTICE CONSTANTS

=

t

[4/9,
0,

cx= [
cy =
opp

[

0,
[ 1,

=

1/9,1/9,1/9,1/9,
1,
1,
0,
1,
0, -1,
1,
0,
3,
2,
5,
4,

col =

[2:(ly-l)];

in
out

1;
lx;

=
=

obst

=

1/36,1/36,1/36,1/36];
1];
1,
-1,
-1,
-1];
-1,
1,
1,
7];
6,
9,
8,

% position of inlet
% position of outlet

ones(ly,lx);

% Create blank region

obst(floor((ly/2-height/2))-floor(ly*.03):floor((ly/2+height/2))floor(ly*.03)-1,obstx+l:obstx+width)=BW;
height on pourpose.

%Insert the fish,

not centered by

% Location of top/bottom boundary
obst([l,ly],:) = 0;
obst=(l-obst)'; % Before, 1-> white and 0-> black. Now I need to switch this,
so black is the obstacles.
% spy(obst); % Visualize
bbRegion = find(obst); % Boolean mask for bounce-back cells
%Create needed variables
[y,-] = meshgrid(l:ly,l:lx);

% get coordinate of matrix indices

%% The rest is the simulation, with the required variable names changed for
consistancy with above
% INITIAL CONDITION: Poiseuille profile at equilibrium
L = ly-2;

ux
uy

yphys =

4 * uMax /

y-1.5;

(L*L) *

(y_phys.*L-y_phys.*yphys);

zeros(lx,ly);
rho = 1; % density
=

meanuy=zeros(maxT,1);% avg y directed velocity in the wake
widthboundary_wake=obstx+width:obstx+1.5*width;
heightboundary wake=l:ly/2;
SteadyStatedensity=rho; %steady state density
numimages=2915;%the number of boundary images
%Clear un-needed variables
clear y
for i=1:9
cu = 3*(cx(i)*ux+cy(i)*uy);
fIn(i,:,:)

= rho

.*

t(i)

.*

...

1 + cu + 1/2*(cu.*cu) - 3/2*(ux.^2+uy.^2)

);

end
% MAIN LOOP (TIME CYCLES)
for cycle = 1:maxT
% MACROSCOPIC VARIABLES
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rho = sum(fIn);
ux = reshape
uy = reshape

(

(

(cx * reshape(fIn,9,lx*ly)),
(cy * reshape(fIn,9,lx*ly)),

-

- --

1,lx,ly)
1,lx,ly)

___ , - --- ---Jm-- - -- -

---

-

= --- -

__
. I . ..
- -__ , -_ __ - _- - - -_ .-- I - __ 4................................................................

./rho;
./rho;

domain=uy(l,widthboundarywake,:);domain=domain(1,:,height boundary wake);
mean_uy(cycle,1)=mean2(domain);

(

% MACROSCOPIC (DIRICHLET) BOUNDARY CONDITIONS
% Inlet: Poiseuille profile
yphys = col-1.5;
ux(:,in,col) = 4 * uMax / (L*L) * (y_phys.*L-y_phys.*y_phys);
= 0;
uy(:,in,col)
rho(:,in,col) = 1 ./ (l-ux(:,in,col)) .*
sum(fIn([1,3,5],in,col)) + 2*sum(fIn([4,7,8],in,col)) );
% Outlet: Constant pressure
= 1;
rho(:,out,col)
ux(:,out,col) = -1 + 1 ./ (rho(:,out,col)) .*
sum(fIn([1,3,5],out,col)) + 2*sum(fIn([2,6,9],out,col)) );
= 0;
uy(:,out,col)
% MICROSCOPIC BOUNDARY CONDITIONS: INLET (Zou/He BC)
fIn(2,in,col) = fIn(4,in,col) + 2/3*rho(:,in,col).*ux(:,in,col);
fIn (6, in, col) = fIn(8,in,col) + 1/2*(fIn(5,in,col)-fIn(3,in,col))
+ 1/2*rho(:,in,col).*uy(:,in,col)
+ 1/6*rho(:,in,col).*ux(:,in,col)
fIn (9, in, col) = fIn(7,in,col) + 1/2*(fIn(3,in,col)-fIn(5,in,col))
- 1/2*rho(:,in,col).*uy(:,in,col)

+ 1/6*rho(:,in,col).*ux(:,in,col)
% MICROSCOPIC BOUNDARY CONDI TIONS: OUTLET (Zou/He BC)
fIn(4,out,col) = fIn(2,out,c ol) - 2/3*rho(:,out,col).*ux(:,out,col);
fIn(8,out,col) = fIn(6,out,c ol) + 1/2*(fIn(3,out,col)-fIn(5,out,col))
- 1/2*rho(:,out,col).*uy(:,out,col)
- 1/6*rho(:,out,col).*ux(:,out,col)
fIn(7,out,col) = fIn(9,out,c ol) + 1/2*(fIn(5,out,col)-fIn(3,out,col))
+ 1/2*rho(:,out,col).*uy(:,out,col)
-

1/6*rho(:,out,col).*ux(:,out,col)

% COLLISION STEP

for i=1:9
cu = 3*(cx(i)*ux+cy(i)*uy
fEq(i,:,:)

fOut(i,:,:)

= rho .* t(i) .* ..
- 3/2*(ux.^2+uy.^2)
+ cu + 1/2*(cu.*cu)
(1
- omega .* (fIn(i,:,:)-fEq(i,:,:));
= fIn(i,:,:)

);

end
% OBSTACLE

(BOUNCE-BACK)

for i=1:9
fOut(i,bbRegion) = fIn(opp(i),bbRegion);
end

%

% Iterate obstacle before next streaming
if (mod(cycle,change)==1 & cycle-=1)
if (cycle-=1)
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% Update obstacle and bounce-back cells
img=img+l;
if (img==numimages+l);img=l;end %cycle through images again
BW=imread(strcat(ImageDirectory_Destination,num2str(img),'.jpg'));
obst 2 = ones(ly,lx); % Create blank region
obst_2(floor((ly/2-height/2))floor(ly*.03):floor((ly/2+height/2))-floor(ly*.03)on
l,obstx+l:obstx+width)=BW; %Insert the fish, not centered by height
pourpose.
% Location of top/bottom boundary
obst 2([1,ly],:) = 0;
obst 2=(1-obst 2)'; % Before, 1-> white/water and 0->
black/object. Now I need to switch this, so black is the obstacles.
bbRegion = find(obst_2); % Boolean mask for bounce-back cells
%sites

done using "obst" and "obst_2"

that changed between 1 and 2,
changed=xor(obst_2, obst);

%Overlapping sites between "BW" and "changed" are the now empty sites
empty=(obst+changed)==2; %2 are the now empty sites
bbRegion empty = find(empty); % Boolean mask for now empty cells
% prepare for next image change
obst=obst_2;
(Try equal probability of any
"f" to empty sites
% Write a artificial
since it is fast to implement)
speed first,
for i=l:9
fIn(i,bbRegionempty)=SteadyStatedensity/9; %I only need to
replace the elements of fIn from the boject window
end
% Clear uneeded variables
clear obst_2 changed empty
end
% STREAMING STEP

tic;
tstart=tic;
for i=1:9
fIn (i,:,:)
end

=

circshift

(fOut (i,:,:),

[0, cx (i) ,cy (i)])

% VISUALIZATION
if (mod(cycle,tPlot)==l)
u = reshape(sqrt(ux.^2+uy.^2),lx,ly);
u(bbRegion) = nan;
imagesc(u');
axis equal off;
print(sprintf('%s%d.%s' ,SimulationDirectoryDestination,cycle,
djpeg');
drawnow
end
%clc
%disp(cycle);

'jpg'),

'-
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end
hold on
figure (3)
plot(meanuy,'r');
xlim([l,cycle]);
xlabel('Simulation Steps');
ylabel('Average "Y" Velocity');
title('Average "Y" Velocity of Wake Directly After Object');
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C.2 Functions
function [ybody,ybodydot,ybodydotdot] = ybody(x,t,cl,c2,c3,omega,k)
%This computes the transverse displacement of the body
ybody=(cl+c2*x+c3*x^2)*sin(-k*x+omega*t);%transverse displacement of the body
ybody dot=(cl+c2*x+c3*x^2)*omega*cos(-k*x+omega*t);%transverse velocity of
the body
ybody dotdot=-(cl+c2*x+c3*x^2)*omega^2*sin(-k*x+omega*t);%transverse velocity
of the body
end
function [ theta,deltax,deltay ] =
thetapitch (k, BL, omega, t,phi,
H, U, alpha, Tail)
%thetapitch Calculates the pitch angle of the tail foil
thetamax=atand(H*omega/U)-alpha;%[Degrees] Pitch angle amplitude
theta=thetamax*sin(k*(-BL)+omega*t+phi);%pitch angle of the tail foil
deltax=-Tail*cosd(theta);%deltax from body tip to tail tip
deltay=-Tail*sind(theta);%deltay from body tip to tail tip
end
function [xN,yN,indexN] = ThetaN(
magN,SL,xlength,y matrix,index,xstartpoint,ystartpoint)
%Match finds the position of the link
count=2;
M=size (magN);
reduce=abs(magN-SL); %Magnitude scalled for comparison
count2=2;

look=reduce(l,:); %Separate into colums (initialize)
['-,column]=min(look); %Find index of the magnitude closest to SL (initialize)
if column<index(1,2)%Be sure to exclude positions to the right of the previos
start point
look(column)=SL;
[-,column]=min(look); %Find index of the magnitude closest to SL
(initialize)
end
indexN=[l column]; %Record the indexes of the magnitude closest to SL
(initialize)
while count <= M(l)
look=reduce(count,:); %Separate into colums
[-,column]=min(look); %Find index of the magnitude closest to SL
if column<index(count,2)%Be sure to exclude positions to the right of the
previos start point
look(column)=SL;
[-,column]=min(look); %Find index of the magnitude closest to SL
(initialize)
end
indexN= [indexN;count column]; %Record the indexes of the magnitude closest to
SL
count=count+l;
end
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posl=[xlength(indexN(1,2)),y matrix(indexN(1,1),indexN(1,2))];%initialize
position vector for the segment end point
while count2<= M(1)
pos=[xIlength(indexN(count2,2)),y_matrix(indexN(count2,1),indexN(count2,2))];
%Calculate the position vector
posl=[posl; pos];
count2=count2+1;
end
xN=posl(:,1); %x coordinates of endpoint in reference space
yN=posl(:,2); %y coordinates of endpoint in reference space

] = Thetal(
function [ thetal,xl,yl,index
magl,SL,xlength,ymatrix,lorigin,t,cl,c2,c3,omega,k
% Thetal finds the angular trajectory of the head link and reports it in
% radians
%Match finds the position of the link
count=2;
M=size (magl);
reduce=abs(magl-SL);
count2=2;
look=reduce(l,:); %Separate into colums (initialize)
[,column]=min(look); %Find index of the magnitude closest to SL (initialize)
index=[l column]; %Record the indexes of the magnitude closest to SL
(initialize)
while count <= M(l)
look=reduce(count,:); %Separate into colums
[-,column]=min(look); %Find index of the magnitude closest to SL
index=[index;count column]; %Record the indexes of the magnitude closest to

SL
count=count+l;
end
posl=[xlength(index(1,2)),ymatrix(index(l,l),index(1,2))];%initialize
position vector for the segment end point
while count2<= M(1)
pos=[x -_length(index(count2,2)),y matrix(index(count2,1),index(count2,2))];%Ca
lculate the position vector
posl=[posl; pos];
count2=count2+1;
end
thetal=asin((ybody(l origin(2) ,t,cl,c2,c3,omega,k)ybody(l origin(l),t,cl,c2,c3,omega,k))/SL(l)); %initialize angle vector
xl=posl :,1); %x coordinates of endpoint
yl=posl(:,2); %y coordinates of endpoint
function [ Torquek ] = Torque_k( thetaanterior,thetaposterior,k stiff)
%This calculates the spring torque
Torque k=(thetaposterior-theta anterior)*kstiff;
end
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function [ thetadotdothead ] = thetadotdothead(
num h,den h,cl,c2,c3,t,w,ll,k
%This calculates the angular acceleration of the link that composes the head
section of
%the robot.
num h dot=w*(cl*w*sin(t*w)+(cl+ll*(c2+c3*11 ))*w*sin(k*ll-t*w));
A=- (-cl*w*cos(t*w)+(cl+c2*11+c3*11^2)*w*cos(k*llt*w)) .*(cl*sin(t*w)+(cl+c2*11+c3*11^2)*sin(k*11-t*w))
B=ll*sqrt(1-(1/11^2)*(cl*sin(t*w)+(cl+l1*(c2+c3*l1))*sin(k*ll-t*w)).^2);
den h dot=A/B;
thetadotdothead=(denh.*num_h_dot-numh.*den_h_dot)./(denh.^2);
%[rad/time^2]
end
function [ thetadothead,numh,denh

I

=

thetadothead( cl,c2,c3,t,omega,ll,k

%This calculates the angular velocity of the link that composes the head
section of
%the robot.
numh=omega*((cl+c2*11+c3*11^2)*co5(k*ll-t*omega)-cl*cos(t*omega));
denh=ll*sqrt(-(1/11A2)*((cl+l1*c2+c3*l1^2)*sin(k*ll-t*omega)cl*sin(t*omega)). 2);
thetadot head=num h./den h;
end
function [ thetahead ] = thetahead( hll,h_0,11
%This calculates the angle of the link that composes the head section of
%the robot.
thetahead=asin((hll-h_0)/11);
end

%[rad]

g=(omega*cos(omega*t-k*L)*(k^2*(cl+c2*L)+c3*(k^2*LA22))+omega*k*(c2+2*c3*L)*sin(omega*t-k*L)-omega*c2*k*sin(omega*tk*L)+2*c3*(omega*cos(omega*t-k*L)-omega*k*L*sin(omega*t-k*L)));
f= (omega*cos (omega*t) * (k^2* (ci) +c3* (-2) )+omega*k* (c2) *sin (omega*t)
omega*c2*k*sin (omega*t) +2*c3* (omega*cos (omega*t)));
B=(m/k^2)*omega*(g-f);
Thrust fish=A-B;

-

function [ Thrustfish ] = Thrust( cl,c2,c3,omega,L,t,m,k
%Thrust reports the time varing thrust generated by the fish.
A=m*omega*(omega*(cl+c2*L+c3*LA2)*cos(omega*t-k*L)-omega/2);

end

)

function [ thetadot,num,den] = theta-dot(
1_anterior,1_posterior,cl,c2,c3,t,w,k
%This calculates the angular velocity of the link that composes the head
section of
%the robot
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num=(w/(lposterior1_anterior))*((cl+c2*l_posterior+c3*1_posterior^2)*cos(k*lposterior-t*w)(cl+c2*1_anterior+c3*1_anterior^2)*cos(k*1_anterior-t*w));
F=((cl+c2*1_posterior+c3*l_posterior^2)*sin(k*lposterior-t*w)(cl+c2*l_anterior+c3*l_anterior^2)*sin(k*lanterior-t*w)).^2;
G=(lposterior-lanterior)^2;
den=sqrt(1-(F/G));
thetadot=num./den;

end
function [ theta ] = theta(h anterior,hposterior,l anterior,lposterior)
%This calculates the angle based on the kinematics of the anterior and
%posterior ends of the link of interest
theta=asin((hposterior-hanterior)/(lposterior-lanterior));
end
function [ Rxn y_3 ] = Rxn y_3(
1_anterior,1_posterior,lcg,t,cl,c2,c3,omega,k,m,U,mtail)
%Rxn y 3 is the reaction force in the y-direction on the tail link from the
Rxn_y_3=m tail*acceleration_y_direction(
1_anterior,lposterior,lcg,t,cl,c2,c3,omega,k)IntegralLy(cl,c2,c3,omega,m,k,lposterior,lanterior ,U,t);
end
= Rxn y 2(
function [ Rxn_y_2
1_anterior,lposterior,lcg,t,cl,c2,c3,omega,k,m,U,mlink,R_y_3)
%Rxn y 3 is the reaction force in the y-direction on the tail link from the

Rxn_y_2=m link*acceleration_y_direction(
1_anterior,lposterior,lcg,t,cl,c2,c3,omega,k)+R_y_3'IntegralLy(cl,c2,c3,omega,m,k,lposterior,lanterior ,U,t);
end
function [ Rxny_1 ] = Rxn y_l(
1_anterior,lposterior,lcg,t,cl,c2,c3,omega,k,m,U,mlink,RIy_2)
%Rxn-y_3 is the reaction force in the y-direction on the tail link from the
Rxn y 1=m link*acceleration y direction(
1_anterior,1_posterior,1cgt,cl,c2,c3,omega,k)Integral_Ly(cl,c2,c3,omega,m,k,lposterior,l anterior ,U,t)+R-y_2';
end
function [ m] = m( beta,S,p fluid
%The added mass from the robot's interaction with the water
m=.25*beta*pi*S^2*p fluid; %[mass/length]
end
function [ Ly ] = Ly( h,w,k,x,m,U,t,cl,c2,c3
%This is the force applied by the robot on the water,
%were continuous and not composed of rigid links.

assuming the robot
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A=h*(-w^2);
B=w*k*h+w*(c2+2*c3*x)*cos(w*t-k*x);

C=(-k^2)*h-2*k* (c2+2*c3*x)*cos(w*t-k*x)+2*c3*sin(w*t-k*x);
Ly=-1*(m*A+2*U*m*B+(U^2)*m*C);

%[Force/Length]

end
]

=

IntegralLyX(

cl,c2,c3,w,m,k,l_posterior,

)

function [ IntegralLyX
1_anterior,U,t,1_cg

%This function is the integral of (x-lcg)*Ly with respect to x from
1_anterior to 1_posterior
first=-(m*w* (2*k*U-w)*(sin(t*w-k*lposterior)* (c3*(2*1_cg*k^2*l_posterior3*kA2*1_posterior^2+6)-k^2*(-l cg*c2+cl+2*c2*1_posterior))+k*cos(t*wk*1_posterior)* (lcg*(cl*kA2+c3*k^2*1_posteriorA22*c3)+c2*(lcg*k^2*1_posterior+k^2*(-l_posterior^2)+2)1 posterior*(cl*k^2+c3*k^2*1_posteriorA2-6*c3))) )/kA4+(m*U*(sin(t*wk*l posterior)* (kA2*(c2*(lcg*(k*U+2*w)-2*1_posterior*(k*U+w))cl*k*U)+c3* (kA3*U*lposterior* (2*1_cg3*1_posterior)+4*kA2*w*l_posterior* (l_cg-lposterior)+6*k*U+8*w))-k*cos(t*wk*1_posterior)*(-lcg*(cl*kA3*U+c3*k^3*U*1_posterior^2-2*c3*k*U-4*c3*w)c2*(kA3*U*l posterior*(l-cg1 posterior)+2*k*U+2*w)+1_posterior*(cl*k^3*U+c3*kA3*U*1_posterior^26*c3*k*U-8*c3*w))))/k^3-(2*m*U^2*(c3*((2*1_cg*kA2*1_posterior+2*kA2*1_posterior^2-3)*sin(t*w-k*1_posterior)+k*(lcg3*1_posterior)*cos(t*w-k*1_posterior))+c2*k*(k*(lposterior-l1cg)*sin(t*wk*1_posterior) -cos (t*w-k*lposterior)))) /kA2;
second=-(m*w*(2*k*U-w)*(sin(t*w-k*lanterior)*(c3*(2*1_cg*kA2*1_anterior3*kA2*1 anteriorA2+6)-k^2*(-l cg*c2+cl+2*c2*1_anterior))+k*cos(t*wk*1_anterior)*(lcg*(cl*kA2+c3*kA2*1 anterior^22*c3)+c2*(lcg*kA2*1_anterior+k^2*(-l_anterior^2)+2)1_anterior*(cl*k^2+c3*kA2*1_anteriorA2-6*c3) )))/kA4+(m*U*(sin(t*wk*1_anterior)*(kA2*(c2*(lcg*(k*U+2*w)-2*1_anterior*(k*U+w))cl*k*U)+c3* (kA3*U*lanterior*(2*1_cg-3*1_anterior)+4*kA2*w*lanterior*(lcg1_anterior)+6*k*U+8*w))-k*cos(t*w-k*lanterior)*(1 cg* (cl*kA3*U+c3*kA3*U*1_anteriorA2-2*c3*k*U-4*c3*w)c2*(kA3*U*1_anterior*(lcg1_anterior)+2*k*U+2*w)+1_anterior*(cl*k^3*U+c3*kA3*U*l anterior^2-6*c3*k*U8*c3*w))))/k^3-(2*m*UA2*(c3*((-2*1_cg*k^2*1_anterior+2*kA2*1_anterior^23)*sin(t*w-k*1 anterior)+k*(lcg-3*1_anterior)*cos(t*wk*1_anterior))+c2*k*(k*(lanterior-lcg)*sin(t*w-k*1_anterior)-cos(t*wk*1_anterior))))/k^2;
IntegralLyX=first-second;
end

)

function [ IntegralLy ] = IntegralLy( cl,c2,c3,w,m,k,l-posterior,1_anterior
,U,t
%This function is the integral of Ly with respect to x from the anterior to
%posterior edge of the link being considered:
A=((-w^2)*m/(kA3))*(((kA2)*(cl+c2*1 posterior)+c2*(2+(k^2)*(1_posteriorA2)))*cos(t*wk*lposterior)+k*(c2+2*c3*1_posterior)*sin(t*w-k*lposterior))-((wA2)*m/(kA3))*(((k^2)*(cl+c2*1_anterior)+c2*(-

2+(kA2)*(lanteriorA2)))*cos(t*wk*lanterior)+k*(c2+2*c3*1_anterior)*sin(t*w-k*l anterior));
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B=2*U*m*w*(cl+1_posterior*(c2+c3*1_posterior))*cos(t*w-k*lposterior)2*U*m*w*(cl+lanterior*(c2+c3*1_anterior))*cos(t*w-k*lanterior);
C=(U^2)*m* (-k* (cl+1_posterior* (c2+c3*1_posterior))*cos(t*wk*lposterior)+(c2+2*c3*1_posterior)*sin(t*w-k*lposterior))-(U^2)*m*(k*(cl+lanterior*(c2+c3*1_anterior))*cos(t*wk*lanterior)+(c2+2*c3*l_anterior)*sin(t*w-k*lanterior));
IntegralLy=-1*(A+B+C);% [Force]
end

)

function [ acceleration_y_directionhead ] = acceleration_y_directionhead(
omega,cl,c2,c3, lcghead,k,t,lanterior,l_posterior
%This is the acceleration of the center of gravity of the head in the
direction of deflection
[hanterior,-,ybodydotdotanterior] = ybody(l_anterior,t,cl,c2,c3,omega,k);
[hposterior,-,-] = ybody(l-posterior,t,cl,c2,c3,omega,k);
posterior, 1_anterior, 1_posterior);
(hanterior,h
thetalink=theta
[thetadotheadlink,numh,den_h] = thetadothead(
cl,c2,c3,t,omega,lposterior,k );
[ thetadotdot head link ] = thetadotdot head(
numh,denh,cl,c2,c3,t,omega,lposterior,k );
acceleration_y_directionhead=ybodydotdotanterior+lcg-head*thetadotdothead
link.*cos(thetalink)-lcghead*sin(thetalink).*thetadothead link.^2;
%[lenth/timeA2lend
end
function [ acceleration y direction ] = acceleration_ydirection(
1_anterior,l_posterior,1_cg,t,cl,c2,c3,omega,k)
%UNTITLED14 Summary of this function goes here
Detailed explanation goes here
%
[hanterior,-,ybodydotdotanterior] = ybody(l_anterior,t,cl,c2,c3,omega,k);
[h_posterior,-,-] = ybody(lposterior,t,cl,c2,c3,omega,k);
thetalink=theta(hanterior,hposterior,lanterior,lposterior);
[thetadotlink,num,den]=thetadot( 1_anterior,lposterior,cl,c2,c3,t,omega,k
theta dotdot = thetadotdot( num,den,cl,c2,c3,t,omega,1_anterior,lposterior,k
acceleration y_direction=ybody_dotdotanterior+lcg*thetadotdot.*cos(theta_1
ink)-lcg*sin(theta link).*theta dot link.^2; %[lenth/time^2]
end
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Appendix D
CAD Renderings
D.1 Head Segment
D.1.1 Outer Hull

I
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D.1.2 Motor Mounts
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130

D.1.3 Cable Routing
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D.2 Tail Segment One
D.2.1 Outer Hull

D.2.2 Cable Routing
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D.3 Tail Segment Two

D.3.1 Outer Hull

D.3.2 Cable Routing
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D.4 Tail Segment Three
D.4.2 Outer Hull and Cable Routing
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Appendix E
Tables
Table 9: Parameters of thermal analysis

Value

Parameter

Value

.33

Dmodel,purchased motors in

.128

tABS[mI

.00381

thousing,purchased,motor[m]

SAhousing,optimal,Joint 1 IM 2 ]

.020

SAhousing,purchased [M2]

.0128

SAhousing,optimal,Joint

2 [m2]

.021

2
rABSinner [M ]

.158

SAhousing,optimal,Joint

3 [M2]

.020

2
rABS,outter [M ]

.162

.02

Qavg,motor,purchasedjoint 1 [watts]

0.2247

.02

Qavg,motor,purchased,Joint

2

[watts]

2.5615

rm,inner,3 [m]

.02

Qavg,motor,purchased,joint 3

[watts]

9.9444

rm,outter,1 i

.040

Qavg,gearbox,purchased,Joint 1 [watts]

0.0574

rm,outter,2 [M].

.041

Qavg,gearbox,purchased,Joint2 WattS]

0.0488

rm,outter,3 in

.040

Qavg,gearbox,purchased,Joint3 [watts]

0.0516

Qavg,motor,optimal,joint 1[watts]

0.0263

Qavg,controller,purchasedjoint1 [watts]

0.0379

Qavg,motor,optimal,Joint 2 [watts]

0.0264

Qavg,controller,purchasedjoint2 [WattS]

0.1971

Qavg,motor,optimal,joint 3 [watts]

0.0830

Qavg,controller,purchasedjoint3 [watts] 0.5600

Oavg,gearbox,optimal,Joint1[watts]

0.0265

kair (watts/(m*K)] (24)

0.024

Oavg,gearbox,optimal,Joint2 [watts]

0.0866

kABS [watts/(m*K)] (25)

0.19

Qavg,gearbox,optimaljoint3 [watts]

0.0846

hC [W/(m 2 K)] (26)

50

Oavg,controller,optimaujoint1 [watts]

0.0230

Twater [K]

294.15

Parameter
SAABS

in 2 ]

rm,inner,1 i
rm,inner,2

[m

(est)

.006
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Qavg,controller,optimaljoint2

[watts] 0.0686

rm,outter, in]

.0319

Qavg,controller,optimaljoint3 [watts]

0.0685

rm,inner,1 [im]

.0259

thousing,optimal,motor 1 [m] (est)

.006

kcopper [watts/(m*K)] (24)

401

thousing,optimal,motor2 [m] (est)

.00254

Rhousing-amb,purchased[K/watt]

2.58

thousing,optimal,motor3 [m] (est)

.006

Rcoil-housing,purchased [K/watt]

3.8

Dmodel,optimal motors

.161

Rhousing-amb,optimal,joint3 [K/watt]

1.6

TABS,melt (24)

378.2

Rcoil-housing,optimal,joint1 [K/watt]

2.69

Rhousing-amb,optimal,Joint1 [K/watt]

1.6

Rcoil-housing,optimalJoint2 [K/watt]

1.24

Rftousing-amb,optimal,Joint2 [K/watt]

3.81

Rcoil-housing,optimal,joint3 [K/watt]

2.69

Table 10: Parameters of compatible motors and gearboxes
Motor

Motor

Motor

Rated

Max

Max

Part

Inertia

Resistance

Torque

Torque of

Torque of

Motor

Number

(ohms)

Constant

Ungeared

Ungeared

Angular

(Nm/A)

Motor

Motor

Velocity

(Nm)

(Nm)

(rad/sec)

2

(kg*m )

3.06E-04

5.22E-01

1.09E-01

5.60E-01

7.48E+00

3.27E+02

429271

1.21E-04

1.10E+00

1.14E-01

3.19E-01

5.01E+00

3.65E+02

412825

1.21E-04

1.28E-01

3.05E-02

2.79E-01

2.85E+00

3.88E+02

412823

1.21E-04

1.10E+00

1.14E-01

2.57E-01

5.01E+00

4.16E+02

412821

1.21E-04

1.28E-01

3.05E-02

2.31E-01

2.85E+00

3.88E+02

412819

1.21E-04

3.07E-01

5.34E-02

2.89E-01

4.18E+00

4.45E+02

411678

1.21E-04

3.07E-01

5.34E-02

2.27E-01

4.18E+00

4.45E+02

408057

5.40E-05

6.08E-01

9.34E-02

4.20E-01

7.37E+00

5.13E+02

370356

Gearbox

Gear

Torque

Driveshaft

Number

Ratio

Rating

Inertia

Stages

Max

Part

Efficiency

Number
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(N*m)

(kg*mA2)

1

3.5

4

2.07E-06

1

0.91

223080

2

4.3

4

0.0000012

1

0.91

223081

3

12

15

1.76E-06

2

0.83

223083

4

15

15

1.68E-06

2

0.83

223084

5

19

15

9.5E-07

2

0.83

223085

6

21

15

1.65E-06

2

0.83

223086

7

26

15

9.1E-07

2

0.83

223087

8

43

30

1.73E-06

3

0.75

223089

9

53

30

1.72E-06

3

0.75

223090

10

66

30

1.67E-06

3

0.75

223091

Table 11: Parameter values from Equations 14-29
Parameter

S [m]

Pf

[

3]
kg

madded

[-]

w [rad]
SN*im

Value

Parameter

Value

1

12,cg [M]

0.472

.067

13,cg [M]

0.574

1000

14,cg [M]

0.653

3.49

L1 [in]

.103

5.54

L 2 [M]

.102

.174

L 3 [M]

.056

.174

Icg,1 [kg * M 2 ]

.83

rad

k2 [ N*m
rad

137

.087

Icg,2 [kg

2
* M ]

.001331

11 [M]

0.420

Icg,3 [kg

2
* M ]

.000346

12 [M]

0.523

2
Icg,4 [kg * M ]

1.1*10-5

13 [M]

0.625

c, [M]

0.014

14 [M]

0.681

C2

-.12

k[I]

8.39

U

.426

M 2 [kg]

.148

4.08

m 3 [kg]

.017

m

k 3 [N *

nhead

]

rad

[kg]

m1 [kg]

.294

C3

.473

Table 12: Parameters of joints with flexure bearings
Parameter

Value

Parameter

Value

RPeak,y,11 [N]

2.43

hjand

.025

RPeak,y,j2 [N]

2.29

E[NI/M 2 ]

180

RPeak,y,j3 [N]

1.05

IJ1 andJ2[M4]

3.47* 10-14

.000254

l11 through 13 []

.0127

1.73 * 10-14

h1 3 [m]

.0127

91 1

through J3[in]

IJ3 [Mi

4

]

2

[n ]

*109
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Table 13: Parameters of joints with pivot bearings
Parameter

Value

Parameter

Value

k, [N/m]

7390

kR [N/m]

2.8* 106

ka[N/m]

2.79 * 106

E[N/m 2 ]

180 * 10 9

Fpeak,y,Jl [N]

.006

I[m 4 ]

2.33 * 10-15

Fpeak,y,1 2 [N]

.006

I [m]

5.54 * 10-3

FPeak,y,I3 [N]

.003

g [m]

. 173 * 10 -3

Table 14: Simulation parameters
Parameter [units]

Value

uswim[m/sec]

.1

Ax [m]

.006

At [sec]

1.68 * 10-s

v [m 2 /sec]

0.026

Re

1000

Frame Rate [fps]

240
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